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ABSTRACT
In 1979, the Singapore Parliament enacted the Industrial
Vocational Training Act which commissioned vocational training to the
task of supplying the necessary skilled manpower to man the socio-
economic infra structure of the 2nd Industrial Revolution of Singapore.
Yet despite astronomical investment in human capital and tireless media
persuasion, the output of trained labour has been disappointing.
Particularly in the female sector which consists half of the population.
Even in the 'female' industries like garment and electronics, women have
consistently been underrepresented in all levels of industrial vocational
training. The failure to mobilize this segment of the population rein-
forces asynchronized social growth' reflects talents wastage, defers
social objectives, and leaves much for evaluation in the policy. This
paper purports to explore the reasons why Singaporean women do not
adequately appropriate vocational training. It is hypothesized that it
is because woman is disadvantaged labour and that all the factors resulting
in her unfavourable market position are at work, affecting her vocational
training behaviour.
Also, the policy fails to acknowledge the disadvantaged position
of women workers in vocational training. The lack of positive incentive
will disfavour the vulnerable in economies adopting free market mechanism.
A survey research was conducted among 10,200 workers in 4 multi-
national corporations in consumer electronics in December 1981, Singapore.
It was found that factors which traditionally shape women into the dis-
advantaged labour force are consistently at work in vocational training.
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Lower education, lower skill experience,have stigmatized women as
poor human capital investment returns. Characteristic of the
secondary labour force, women generally feel she has poorer prospect,
has higher sense of job immobility, alienation in her career, she
is seen to be not suitable for highly technical work and that family
duties are her fate. These factors are at work in my sample and
they are correlated with a lower desire for vocational training.
Moreover, this cluster of non biological factors are more powerful
in explaining vocational training behaviour than just the sex variable.
Among these factors, stereotyping is particularly influential. Con-
current with the finding is the unfolding of vocational policy
assumptions. It is found that the Singaporean Government does not
acknowledge women as poorly disposed in the appropriation of training
services and leaves much to the freeplay of the market which more than
often operates against the weaker. If women play crucial role in
enhancing socio-economic development as is claimed by Singapore, the
Government should tackle the problem of inequity by exercising
corrective measures as done by most developed countries.
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INTRODUCTION
-The study of Vocational Training Policy as Social Policy--
Economic policies are viewed here as an integral component of the
social policy system. They are not viewed as a separate policy
domain but as an important means for attaining the objectives of
social policy- that of bettering '... the quality of life, and
the level of living of members of society.... by.... governing
(a) the development of life sustaining and life enhancing resources
(b) the allocation to individuals and social subsystems of
statuses, roles and prerogatives and (c) the distribution of specific
rights and rights equivalents.' 1 Most authors tend to view social
policy apart from economic policy, a forced distinction which seems
'dysfunctional for both social and economic planning. This view
implies that the economy and economic growth are ends in themselves,
rather than tools to achieve social ends. Also implied is the
hypothesis-- or rather illusion-- that constant growth of the GNP
will automically eliminate poverty and poverty related problems.
Furthermore, viewing social and economic policies separately tends
to reduce the scope of social policies to a merely residual function:
that of correcting the supposedly transitional shortcoming of a self
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regulating free enterprise economy.'
1 David Gil, The Development of Social Policy', Reprints #51,
(Brandies University:1973), p. 36.
2 Ibid.
4The Singaporean Government has viewed vocational training
policy as a social policy system. Though the economic overtone
is obvious- to provide the needed industrial manpower for the
Mammoth Industrial Revolution. The social ends are not de-
emphasized, -at least not in paper. It aims to develop human
resources, to re-allocate societal tasks and functions especially
in the industrial sphere and to redistribute rights and rights
equivalents. Many countries have viewed vocational training and
retraining as a means to upward mobility, income maintenance. It
is functional in enhancing social independence, correcting social
imparity and eliminating poverty. Lee Kwan Yew is quoted saying
in his National Day's speech, 'We took some bold decisions two and
a half years ago and decided to move out from low value added pro-
ducts, products likely to meet tariff walls and quotas. We need
firstly better educated better trained and better disciplined workers
with higher skills, higher knowledge and better work attitudes ...13
He continued on the social implication of such an orientation, 'We
had open minds and realized that most progress would be made if
equal opportunities of education and employment regardless of race,
language, culture or religion were provided.' On May Day the same
year 1981 the Prime Minister remarked that the two
characteristics of successful industrial societies are namely 'A
cohesive society... free mobility up the socio-economic ladder.'
Lee Kwan Yew, speech on National Day Cultural Show and Rally.
August 16, 1981.
Lee Kwan Yew, May Day Speech, 1981
a cohesive society is one where class divisions, though they exist,
carry no stigma and do not hinder free mobility up car down the socic
economic ladder so that talented children of all classes make
their full contribution to national progrees1° Lee Kean Yew
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Training is the linchpin to this mobility which dilutes class
division to make for a cohesive society. In sum, the social
implication of vocational training is apparant.
My feeling is that though in paper, the Singapore Govern-
ment commits-itself to the socio-economic cohorted view of
vocational training, it has slipped back to the profit maximizing
the fittest survive' precept, the notion that wealth will auto-
matically trickle down from the 'fittest' to the less advantaged.
Hence in the implementation, the vocational training policy is not
concerned with whether the disadvantaged are making the race or
not. It is not concerned with using vocational training as a
corrective measure to rectify the wealth structure. There is an
over concern with monetary rebounds gained from the economically
motivated. It is this schizophrenic view of society which defers
economic and social growth. Witness the slacked attendance in the
training programs. The overall productivity of the nation depends
not solely on the economically active, it depends more than ever,
-in the case of Singapore, on mobilizing the inactive who have been,
like women, poorly disposed in social opportunities.
As we are standing in the lag-gap between economic and social
growth, the lag which deters overall development, the question of
mobilizing the disadvantaged becomes strategic. The exploration on
why women do not participate in vocational training is thus useful.
This volu:nn attempts to cover the problem in the following
fashlon:
Chapter 1 Definition of the Problem of Women not
joining Vocational Training
2 The History of Vocational Training
Chapter
The Present Provision in Vocational Training3
4Chaptez A Review of the Literature:Women as Disadvantaged
Labour Force
Chapter Questions to be Explored5
Chapter 6 Research Methodology
Chapter A Report of the Findings7
Chapter 8 A Discussion and Interpretation of the Findings
Chapter An Examination of the Policy to Identify its9
Stands on the Development of the Disadvantaged
Labour Force
10Chap ter Recommendations
Chapte 11 A Summary
Chapter
7PHE SCOPE OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN THIS STUDY
Vocational training in Singapore can be acquired in a variety
of institutions in both the public and private sectors. Public
sector involvement in training occurs in further education establish-
ments, the armed forces, the prison services and the government's
vocational institutes or joint training centres with international
bodies. Training in the private sector is undertaken in firms, and
specialist training establishments (e.g. secretarial courses.) The
various types of training establishments are concerned with a diver-
sity of training methods. There is training in the actual working
situation, day release9 evening classes, sandwich courses as well
as full time further studies. These various methods can be expressed
more generally as learning-by-doing, formal on-the-job training and
formal off-the-job training. Frequently, they represent alternative
ways of acquiring skills, between which there are possibilities of
substitution. Within Singapore, the costs of training are usually
shared in varying proportions between trainees, firms and the state.
In this paper, industrial training organized by the government
will be studied. Commercial business training would not fall under
the scope of the study.
In the public segment, various training is offered to produce
different levels of skilled manpower.
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Certificateprimary school(1) The 17 VITB insti-Artisan
of competencytutes
(COO
These institutes offer full time and partime institution based
and industry based training.
TABLE 1: Public Training Channels for Different Skill Levels
(1)
9In passing, skill level below the artisan level is factory
specific instead of a general nature, and is not usually take up
by the state. It is however, encouraged to flourish in the private
sector. For instance the Singapore Textile Manufacturer's Associa-
tion and the Singapore Garment Manufacturers' Association were
subsidized by the Skill Development Fund to set up a training centre
in May 1981. Private firms can apply to the said authority for sub-
vention to their factory specific training.
For the purpose of this study, vocational training refers
most of the time, except when specified, to the technician, craftman
and artisan sanwiched or part time industrial training offered by
the VITB, where potential traineers are full time blue collar workers
who will take up training at night on their own accord or are sponsored
by the company to have apprentice industry- based training supervised
by the VITB. The question is: why wouldn't women workers, targetted
for skill retraining to meet the industrial revolut_on,take up
industrial training, or are sponsored by the company for skill re-
training?
(1) The Problem
1.1 The nature of the problem
The call for technical power which started as early as 1930s
was not taken up until the late 1960s when rapid growth has diversified
the economy and greatly transformed the labour market in Singapore.
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More recently, the desire to restructure towards capital intensive,
high technology economy has motivated the government to operate on
both the demand and the supply sides of the labour market. Invest-
ment incentives aim to increase the demand for skilled labour while
manpower policies aim to increase its supply. They are crucial
components-.of an industrial restructuring policy based on attracting
capital intensive, high technology industry which will upgrade jobs
in the manufacturing sector.
In 1980, on the demand side of the labour market, investment
incentives amount to 64 million Singapore dollars1 on top of tax
incentive, concessions, product development assistance to encourage
industry to change to high skill technology. On the supply side,
contributions to industrial training schemes under the EDB totals
4 millions2 excluding land and building cost of the 5 joint govern-
ment-private training centres. The German-Singapore institute alone,
to be built in 1982, takes away 13 million from the revenue for the
building cost.3 Skill Development Fund approved nine hundred
thousand dollars for in-factory training.4 36.4 million was spent
to subsidize the 17 VITB institutes in 1979 to 198o, not to mention
Singapore Economic Development Board, Annual Report, 1980,
(Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1980),p.36.
2
Ibid., p. 22.




the land and building cost in the initial stage o 5 University
education will expand 60%, polytechnic level by 1000 and skill
training by more than 150%. 6 The total 1980 spending on training
or retraining the industrial. labour force is a sizable 4.4% of the
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public expenditure7 as compared to 15.3% on public education.
Hong Kong spent 10% of public expenditure on public education9,
100.2% on industrial. training. However output of trained labour
from the VITB has been discouraging. The total. numbers enrolled
in full time training dropped by 12.7%. Enrollment in the continuing
education and training (mostly language training) also dropped by
23% compared to last year. 11 Meanwhile the shortage in
skilled labour continues to soar even when the VITB is at its
5 Singapore Vocational and Industrial Training Board, Annual Pe ort
1980-81, (Singapore: Government. Printing Office, 19, p.20.
6 Ibid., p. 16.
7 Ibid.
8 'Regional Performance Figures', Asia Year Book 1982, (Far Eas
Economic RAview. 1982) P.10-14.
9 Ibid.
10 '1982-83 Budget Expenditure', EPA Resources (No. 27, Vol. III,
1982), p. 4.
11 VITB, Annual Report, p. 4.
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highest capacity. In his budget speech on 6 March 1981, The
Minister for Trade and Industry revealed that the forecasted
demand for skilled workers in the period 1981-91 would average
between 11,190 to 12,050 annually, and that trainee enrolment
would have to be between 21,545 to 23,630 as against the VITB
enrolment of 10,000 during 1980.12
In view of the paramount investment in industrial skill
training and the shortage of skilled labour, it is vital that women
should take all the chances offered. But they are not. The in-
ability to create a large skill pool to provide for the industrial
change has created economic stress and social repercussions.
1 .1. i Economic problems
The economic implications when worhen do not uptrain them-
selves are amplified in wastage of revenue, of human resources,
deferrment of economic goals, and dependence on migrants who tend
to suppress wages.
It is obvious that human capital investment has been wasted
since the overhead is prolonged. Progress towards economic re-
structuring is deferred, potential wealth dwindled.
12 Ibid.
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Adam Smith once said the wealth of a nation depends on
the skill, dexterity and judgement with which its labour is
generally applied. Articulated by a disciple of Smith, F.H.
Harbision, the consultant of the U.S. National Manpower Task Force,
'human resources, not capital, nor income, nor material resources-
constitute the ultimate bases for the wealth of nations, human
beings are the active agents who accumulate capital, exploit
natural resources and carry forth national development.
Clearly, a country which is unable to develop the skills and
knowledge of its people and to utilize them effectively in the
national economy will be enable to develop anything else.' 14 More
briskly put by Lee Kean Yew, the concept of 'human wealth': 'We
have to... convert our natural talent pyramid into our expertise
pyramid. We may have the natural talents in our population. But
it is not economically productive in the contemporary world unless
they have been trained in the skills required of the jobs in the
present state of our econotu m .'15 The National Productivity Board
13 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations (London 1776)
14 Federick H. Harbison, Human Resources as the Wealth of Nations
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), P. 3.
15 Lee Kwan Yew, Attitudes of our work force, in Marine Parade RC
Seminar Papers Collections: Team Work, the way to a
Bright Future (Singapore: Marine Parade RC, 1981T-,p. 20.
14
(NPB) did a survey in 1981 with 100 small and medium firms and con-
cluded that due to the lack of technical proficiency of the workers.
The progress towards higher technology is inhibited.16 Clearly then,
labour not well applied, not developed, not converted inhibits the
wealth potential of the nation. Females, constituting half of the
population of Singapore, unable to be mobilized for retraining, re-
presents a tremendous loss in the nation's wealth.
More imminently, due to the shortage of labour, about 20,000
migrant workers were given work permits early 1982. 40,000 are needed
per annum if 8% growth rate is expected.17 They generally depress
wage level and encourage industry to remain on labour intensive production.
The effect of this secondary labour force slows down the trend towards
mechanization. That's why the government has tried very powerful media
persuasion to encourage women to join the labour force to replace the
need for migrant workers, Moreover, to retrain themselves to obtain
higher wages and make possible the shift to high skill production.
16 Singapore Productivity News (Singapore: National Productivity Board),
July 1081.




Experiences taught that achievement of economic objectives of
self sustaining growth in production per capita must require that non-
economic factor be taken into account e.g. general improvement in the
quality of -labour, increased social mobility, family planning.... The
18
human content cannot be neglected in any economic policy. When women
are not encouraged to appropriate the services of vocational training,
the problems of inequity, of lowered career development, of sustained
income insecurity, of unmet needs occur. In times of economic stability,
the disadvantaged can still adjust by their own initiatives. But as the
economy changes more rapidly, their ability to cope will be threatened.
In many countries, job training programs are treated as anti poverty
programs, such as in the U.S.A., U.K., France, West Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Latin America, Brazil, and the U.S.S.R.19 The lack of vocational training
18 S.F. Cohen, Production, Manpower and Social Planning, (Rotterdam
University Press, 1975), p. 20.
19 Social and Labour Bulletin (ILO:#3, September 1979), p. 20.
Gabriel Ducray, 'Vocational Training Today: The Changing Relationship
between Training and Employment,' International Labour Review,
(118, #3, May/June 1979), p. 265-2 3.
Claudio de Moura Castro, 'Vocational Training Today and Training of
Industrial Labour in Brazil,' International Labour Review, (118,
#5, September/October 1979), p. 617-630.
A.P. Biryukova, 'Special Protective Legislation and Equality of
opportunities for Women Workers in the USSR', International
Labour Review,(119, #1, January/February 1980), p.20-32.
ILO`s Regional Employment Program for Latin America and the Caribbeans
(PREALC). 'Training Workers in Backward Sectors of the Economy,'
International Labour Review,(116, #2, September/October 1977),p.217-229.
.Jerry Buckley (et.al.), 'Reagan's Polarized America', Newsweek, (April
5,1982), p. 217-229.
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disfavours the vulnerable in the distribution of rewards. It tends to
fortify the,status quo which gratifies towards the already motivated,
does not activate whatever little upward mobility there is in the lower
rung. Sometimes even when the service of training is offered, for various
reasons, there are people with similar characteristics not in receipt of
such service. They are, in William's terms, people with comparative needs, 20
though there are no blatant complaints. In any case, 'noise' can only be
made heard if the people are politically powerful.
In the change of the economic structure, the replacement and sub-
stitution of labour by capital is inevitable, resulting thus in job dis-
location. Where the labour force is well educated and young, job adjustment
is relatively easy. But if the otherwise is true, it becomes then, the
responsibility of the state to enforce income maintenance measures to up-
hold the principle of change with equity.
In Singapore, it is shown that vocational training results in higher
income (44.-48% increase of salary after training), shortens the period of
job hunting and generally promises a better match between skills and job
prospects. 21 Clearly job training is a good means of job security. This
view is echoed in the government. 'A worker need to be multi skilled. In
this age of rapidly changing technology, where obsolescence comes upon us
with alarming rapidity, a worker who is multi skilled will be more flexible
20 Alan William, 'Need i as a Demand Concept' in Economic Policy and Social
Goals, ed. by A.J. Culyer (London: 1974.
21 Singapore VITB Statistics Department, Survey on the Training Needs of
Adult Workers, 1980.
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and durable.'22 It seems that women have consistently not made use of
the services. Moreover, as Singapore is now undergoing rapid economic
restructuring, women are the first to be retrenched. By the end of 1974,
of the 16,900 who were retrenched, 79% were female. 23 As Singapore
becomes increasingly skill intensive, it is expected that the disadvantaged
secondary labour force, the unskilled, the young, the aged, the disabled,
women, will be seriously affected. In the recent recession in electronics,
the Straits Times reported, 'The spectre of lay offs and retrenchments in
the electronics industry is beginning to surface... General Electrics (USA)
Television and Appliances (Pte) Ltd. lay off 3,000 workers.... Another
G.E. Plant, G.E. Consumer Electronics asked 3,000 workers to lay off....
Copal Singapore closed down, Eastronics Far East put the workers on a 4-
day work week.... Three months ago, another G.E. (hardware) also retrenched
about 100 workers.... AWA Electronics and Toko Electronics are in slump.
It is understood that more electronics companies hope to ride out the
slump through a shorter work week and temporary plant shutdowns.'24 Women
are the major employees in electronics. It is hard to imagine they will
not be affected since in most cases, the unskilled are always the first
to go. The Time reported that National Semiconductor, under the high wage
policy 'was forced to farm out its most labour- intensive operations to
22 Lee Chiaw Men, Director of VITB, 'The 2nd Industrial Revolution and Its
Implication on Productivity for Workers and Managers,' in
Progress into the 80s, (Singapore: National Trade Union Congress,
190.)
23 Chan Heng Chee, Mobilization of Women into the Economy and Politics of
Singapore, (Singapore: University of Singapore, 1975), p. 19.
24 Straits Times, 11 November, 1981.
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less developed neighbouring countries. The more skilled and better
paying jobs remain in Singapore.' 25 Further retrenchment of unskilled
workers are expected. In the same interview with a Time correspondent,
Lee Kwan Yew determined that 'By 1990,.... Singapore should have
reached the level of Japan today, to become a nation of high technology
manufacturing and computerized services in industries such as banking
and communications.' It is proposed in the next coming phase of economy
that no more than 37.5% unskilled workers should be found in indus try.26
Yet as of now, electronics generally still have 87% operatives.27 If the
structures leaving the secondary unfavourably disposed in the appropriation
of training services remain, the change will not be bored without great
pain. These people may need to be under-employed, e.g. in the form of
part time occupation which furthers job insecurity instead of being a
stop-gap measure, as is thought by many. Women who do not up train them-
selves will suffer.
If the Minister of Social Affairs, the Minister of Trade and Industry
really meant business when they said, 'We expect to further accelerate the
rate of skill development, and to this is added a further element- the
28
personal development of each individual to realize his maximum potentials....'
25 Cover story, 'Singapore's Success Story', Time, January 25, #4, 1982.
26 Ministry of Science and Technology, A Report on Off-the-job Industrial
Training by the Steering Committee on Off-the-job Industrial
Training, 1971.
27 VITB, Manpower Survey of the Electronics Industry, 1976-1977.
28 Goh Chok Tong, Minister of Trade and Industry, de must restructure
our economy,' In Marine Parade RC Seminar Papers Collection:
Teamwork the way to a brighter future (Singapore: Marine Parade
RC I 1961), D. 20.
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and 'every worker must be given the opportunity to train himself to
the peak of his capability. They must be given the means to upgrade
their skills 29. then vocational training becomes a social
priority. It is something to be righted and monitored when inadequately
implemented. It becomes a 'problem' when human and fiscal resources
are wasted and development objectives obstructed. In the case of vocational
training, when women do not take up the service, the problems are both
economic and social.
Lastly, the prime minister anxiously put forth the case for
training in quite a different light, that of social stability. Verging
on racism, he said, 'If Singapore were to carry on as it had been doing
over the past years, depending on foreign workers, a quater million of
them might be needed in 10 years. Is it bearable? May be, if they were
from our traditional sources,- with Malaysians there are minimal cultural
and language problems. But last year, we started moving out. There were
not enough Malaysians. We moved out and took work permit holders from the
Thailand, Siri Lanka, India, Banglandesh.... I have a responsibility to
you, but there will be many cultural, linguistic, social and political
30
problems.'
Chauvinistic it may sound, the government is concerned about the
social economic cost of a population who does. not improve itself.
29 Dr. Ahmad Mattar, Acting Minister of Social Affairs, 'Developing the
Singapore Workers into the 80s', Ibid.
30 Lee Kwan Yew, National Day speech, August 1979.
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1.2 Extent of the problem
The institutes, the factory, the training schools, the union,
the factory which affect a woman's vocational training behaviour have
not all been ecouraging. In a survey by the VITB, it is shown that
the unions -have only attempted at influencing 1% of the unionized
factories to provide incentives in training.31 Electronics factories
have in-house programs to train their staff, but 61% of the training
is for proficiency on existing production lines. The training is mostly
factory specific. Very few are willing to sponsor their workers to the
VITB.32 The VITB part time participants are those more capable to
take care of themselves. They are mostly male under 30, have more than
secondary schools and are technical workers already.33 Drop out students
(incident at the rate of 31%) have indicated that overtime and shift work
are the major obstacles to training.3 Companies are not co-operative,
not willing to give time concessions, not to mention the part time day
release training format which is surveyed to have the best effect.35
It is clear that companies are only concerned with training in so far as
rebounds can be ascertained, or when production calls for such skill.
Women, who have family duties at night, and who stand a poor chan e in
competing for part time day release will be hampered.
31 VITB, Report on Survey of Applicants for Part Time ITB Trade Courses,1977.
32 VITB, Manpower Survey of the Electronics Industry, 1976-77.
33 op.cit.
34 VITB, Profile Study of Part-time Institutional Pre-mature Leavers, 1980.
35 Ibid.
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Training is a door to social and economic mobility. It is found
that VITB training is correlated with higher wages. More prospective
positions, easier entrance to better jobs, better match with aspirations. 36
Yet women are not found to be using it to revamp their
predicament.
In 1980, of all the 8,765 trainees in VITB industrial programs,
only 926 (10%) are female of which 172 are part timers.37(see appendix 1)
As of July 1981, in the area of electronics where a dominance of female
workers preside 38 (appendix 2), of the 1,196 trainees, 76 are females
(6%).39 (see appendix 3) The loss of economic potential benefit to each
worker is incalculable. The extent of economic and social repercussions
are grave. The social institutes are not supportive towards women taking
up training. The schools set up, the companies, the union have not done
much asides from talking to encourage women. The loss, both personal in
terms of lost potential income and in national productivity is tremendous.
So far .I have defined the problem in terms of economic loss and
social Inbalance. I have also said that women being the disadvantaged
secondary labour force at the outset is consistently disfavoured in
vocational training if no positive incentives1as against free marketism
are instructed. The failure to attract women reflects the lack of under-
standing and the acknowledgement of the culture of the disadvantaged.
36 VITB, Profile Study of Pre-mature Leavers.
37 Singapore Department of Statistics, Yearbook of Statistics of Singapore,
1980-81
38 Ibid., Census of Population 1980, Release#4, Economic Abstract.
39 VITB, Personal Correspondence, VITB 4/79, December 17, 1981.
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Special attention is needed to deal with the disadvantaged, to work
through their problems and barriers before dismissing them as non
motivated, non achievers. 'Equal' treatment is not adequate because
the pre-entry barriers are much more with the secondary labour force.
This I will further exemplify in Chapter 4. More background information
is presented on the vocational training development history, provision
in Singapore before that.
23
(2) Background Information
Economic Development and Vocational Training Changes in Singapore
In the late 1950s, Singapore's economic outlook was grim.
Entrepot trade, the source of Singapore's prosperity since its founding
as a British Settlement in 1819 was stagnating and unemployment was
widespread and rising due to the withdrawal of the British naval base-
a major employer. The manufacture sector was small and employed only
66,754 persons (14%) out of a work force of 471,918.1 To create jobs
and diversify the economy, Singapore adopted an industrialization program.
In early 1960s, the program emphasised import-substituting
industries that had access to a domestic market including Malaysia which
Singapore joined as a constituent state in August 1963. When Singapore
separated from Malaysia in 1965, the rationale for an import-substituting
industrialization strategy disappeared. From 1965 onwards, Singapore
pursued an export-oriented industrialization strategy, led by foreign
capital. The change represented a shift from processing activity and
backyard operation catering for home market to the production of simple
consumer items (drinks, garments, wigs, electronic components.....) and
gradually moving into heavy and high technology industry.
Rapid growth since 1965 has diversified the economy and transformed
the labour market. In the early 60s, unemployment rose to more than 10/
because job creation failed to meet the pace of growing number of job
1 EE Ho Inn, Role of Governmental Agencies in Promoting Manpower Training
from the level of Artisan to that of Craftman (University of
Singapore, 1977).
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seekers and the inflow of people from peninsular Malaysia (until '1965,
movement of people between Singapore and Malaysia was unrestricted.)
In the late 1960s, job opportunities began expanding faster than the
growth of labour supply. Consequently, unemployment fell steadily.
By the early 1970s, the backlog of unemployment was wiped out and full.
employment prevailed. In 1974 and 75, unemployment rose marginally
because of the world recession. Since 1975, the labour market has
tightened with the inflow of new labour-intensive manufacturing firms
into Singapore leading to labour shortage, rising wages and the import
of foreign labour. This full employment situation is expected to con-
tinue into the 80s given the sharply declining rate of population and
domestic labour force growth, and continued rapi d growth in all sectors
of the economy.
Vocational training in the 1950s entrepot economy was minimal,
and was clerically oriented. The Adult Education Board formed in 1969
catered mostly for literacy training and hobbies classes. During the
period of import substitution, vocational training was gradually given
more attention. In 1961, the Commission of Enquiry into Vocational and
Technical Education made several recommendation leading to the formation
of the Singapore Vocational Institute, the first of its kind. In the
period of export promotion, when better trained manpower was needed,
more centralized effort was launched in training. In 1968, the Technical
Education Department (TED) was formed as a wing of the Education Department
to replace the Adult Education Board. Secondary school curriculum was
revised to emphasize more on technical aspect. New buildings, classrooms,
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training aide, teachers grew rapidly. At least 5 ministries were
involved (Education, Finance, Labour, Science and Technology, Defense.)
In the same year the National Industrial Training Committee was formed
to draw long term policies on training. More vocational institutes
were formed. The Economic Development Board (EDB) applied to the United
Nations and other countries to form 6 training centres in mental industries,
woodworking and precision engineering. The EIDA (Engineering Industry
Development Agency) was formed in 1968 to manage these centres. Training
in this period began to take shape. Industrial training was done via
modification of the secondary academic curriculum under the Minister of
Education. Vocational training institutes per se were still awkwardly
put under the E.D. whose basic orientation was still academic, formalized
schooling. In 1969, there were only 3 vocational institutes and 4 industrial
training centres which offered short term tradesmen training. Industrial
training was put under the auspice of the EDB in joint ventures with other
countries.
In the period of high skill, capital industry, vocational training
underwent another change. 1973, the government formed the ITB (Industrial
Training Board) which replaced the TED to expand industrial training. More
vocational institutes were formed offering more industry oriented training
in part time, full time and apprenticeship programs. 1979, the Parliament
passed the Vocational and Industrial Training Act paving the way for the
formation of the VITB completing the divorce of vocational training from
the academic streams. TED, ITB were dissolved. The VITB subsumes vocational and
industrial training under one central administration and is now in
control of 17 vocational institutes, presides over all skill tests certifies,
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accredits skill training, plans and implements vocational training
in Singapore. The EDB training centres play supplementary roles to
cater for specific training while the VITB is emburdened with the major
onus of lifting the general skill aptitude of the labour force.
C3) Recent Government Policy on Vocational Training
To have a high standard, trained labour force, the appropriate
technology of the economy, an overall manpower policy are prerequisites.
So much so that evaluation of the success in job training programs must
take into account of the market for technological manpower and provisions
made for the training of which
3.1 Policy on technology and manpower for the 2nd industrial revolution
Many innovations have also been introduced in the area of manpower
policy, administered by the ministries of trade and industry, labour and
education. After years of restraining wage increases to maintain competi-
tiveness in labor-intensive export industries, the national wage council
(NWC), a tripartite body set up in 1972 to ensure orderly wage changes,
embarked on a wage correction policy in 1979 to 'bring wages to their
proper market level' over a period of three years. The aim is to curb the
growth of unskilled jobs in labour intensive activities, and to reduce
Singapore's dependence on foreign workers. Wage increases of approximately
20% a year, have been instituted for 1979 to 1981, they appear to be
effective. In 1980, jobs expanded by 4% compared with 6% in 1979, and
productivity growth doubled to 5%.
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Training of skilled manpower for industry has been intensified
through a growing number of overlapping industrial training schemes and
institutes. Grants are available from the EDB to finance on the job
and formal training of workers locally and overseas. In addition to the
courses offered by the VITB, joint industrial training centres have been
established by the EDB with three international companies (Rollei, Phillips,
Tata), and three foreign governments (France, West Germany and Japan) to
provide specialized training. In 1979, a Skills Development Fund (SDF)
was established, to which all firms are required to contribute 4% of
the total wage bill of employees earning less than $750 per month. From
this fund, grants are awarded to firms to defray training costs incurred
in upgrading workers' skills, including the retraining of workers made
redundant by economic restructuring. Existing institutions of higher
learning- the Singapore Polytechnic, Ngee Ann Technical College, and
the National University of Singapore-- are being expanded, and a new
Nanyang Technological Institute is to be established- all with the aim
of increasing the supply of production engineers, skilled technicians
and research scientists.
Government policy thus operates on both the demand and the supply
sides of the labour market. A comprehensive, cross sectorial approach
is seen here adopted in manpower policy. All concerned bodie s, the Skill
Development Fund, the Economic Development Board, the Education Depart--
ment, the iinistry of Labour, the Ministry of Defense, the National
Productivity Board, the National Trade Union Cor:ress and of course
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are mobilized to meet the needs of futurethe VITB
industrialization.
3.2 VITB training policy and provision
The VITB offers folded training,in industry, academic programs
outside the formal education. system, and interest programs. It advises
on skill manpower needs, designs training programs, helps recruit workers,
organizes apprenticeship, skill conversion and retraining. The VITB
represents a 'transitory stage between school and their (youth's) world
of work.' But more specifically, it provides education for those
primary schools leavers who cannot make it in the academic field. (If
they fail three times they will have to go to other fields of training,
such as the VITB institutes).In February 1979, 2 months before the VITB
Act was passed, the Parliament approved the,new education system which
aims at'reducing wastage.' Those who are bilingually competent will go
to the G.C.E. stream, those who are not will pursue a monolingual primary
stream to prepare for vocational training. The effect of this puts pressure
on the VITB to offer options. It is considered a safety net to catch
the school drop outs.2
The 17 VITB vocational institutes offers various part time and full
time courses. Air conditioning and refrigeration engineering, electrical
1 VITB, Annual Report, 1981, p. 12.
2 VITB News, #52, 15 August, 198'1.
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engineering, mechanical engineering, mechanical drawing and design,
telecommunication, electronics, electrical fitting are offered in the
part time program. As of 1981, there are 4,170 part timers in the
industrial training program, compared to 7,833 full time students.3
The level of courses offered are: Diploma in Applied Arts, Industrial
Technician Certificate, post secondary commercial courses, basic
commercial courses, National Trade Certificate Grade 2, National Trade
Certificate Grade 3, Certificate of Competency. The student intake is
high est in the basic industrial training courses, the NTC 3 courses.
3 VITB, Annual Report, 1981, p. 19.
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(4) Literatl4re Review on Woman as Disadvantaged Labour
The disadvantaged labour force concept is relegated from the
labour market segmentation theory.- which is diverse and difficult to
categorize. In his review, Cain1 grouped what has been labeled the
radical, dual, tripartite, stratified, hierachical and job competition
theories into a group labeled the theories of labour market. These
concepts are emanated from studies dealing with poverty in America and
the persistence of poverty despite programs aimed at its elimination in
the 1960s and early 1970s. The persistence of poverty and the purported.
alienation of the American labour is found to be caused in part, by the
failure of government training programs to move participants to higher
income levels, the 'irrational' use of educational criteria for making
discriminatory hiring decisions and trade union practices.
There are probably many ways in which disadvantaged workers are
discriminated. Job barriers like inflated educational requirements,
personnel testing, hiring practices, occupational licensing, requirement
concerning sex and others. They are not necessarily intentional barriers
to keep the disadvantaged out. But they affect disadvantaged workers
disproportionately relative to the majority of workers in the labour
market. They force workers who do not possess formal educational re-
quirements and other employment standards into menial jobs which combine
low pay, low skill and no upward mobility. Overtime, with aging, the
1 Glen G. Cain 'The Challenge of Segmented Labour Market Theories to
Orthodox Theory: A Survey', Journal of Economic Literature,
(December, 1976).
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disadvantaged will be locked in, or they may not be easily motivated
to take change measures. Vocational training which does not understand
the culture of the disadvantaged, that of for example, alienation,
sense of immobility, lower educational achievement...., takes no special
motivators measures, will not be able to help the secondary. It is
possible their being vulnerable is a reason why they don't appropriate
training which is 'equally' open to all. What then are the characteristics
of the disadvantaged? In the 1970s, the concept of women as secondary
disadvantaged labour force took shape. M.D. Hayward, D.Snyder, K. W.
Rothchild, Janic Famming Madden and more imminently Harish C. Jain, have
articulated on the concept. Jain in particular, classified the old, the
disabled, the minority, youths and women as disadvantaged labour. D.
Snyder and M.D. Hayward put forward that wage differentials between the
sexes are resultant of sexually segregated market with women confined to
the secondary market.2 Rothchild explicated that in Europe, even in the
80s, men are viewed as principal earner, women are only an additional
earner.3 Jain in a review of the OECD countries dealt with the issues
of women workers by stating from the outset thatthey are disadvantaged in
many ways. 4 The concept of women as secondary labour was thoroughly
explored by these authors.
2 D. Snyder, M.D. Hayward 'Location of Change in the Sexual Structure of
Occupation: Insights from labour market segmentation theory,'
American Journal of Sociolo, Vol. (November 1978), p.
706-717.
3 K.W. Rothchild 'A note on Female Labour Supply', KYKLOS, Vol. 33,
(1980, FASC 2), p. 246-260.
4 Harish C. Jain Disadvantaged Groups on the Labour Market and Measures
to Assist them, (UN:OECD, 1979).
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The literature tackling the issue of disadvantaged labour
usually falls into 4 approaches. The equity approach studies
discrimination in access to employment. The income distribution
approach emphasizes gaps in opportunities, rewards, salary, of
e.g. between the sexes in the same job. The segmented market
approach emphasizes the 'good' and the 'bad' jobs along sexist
lines. Lastly the less competitive group approach emphasizes
on particular groups of people such as women, the elderly, the
minorities These approaches have outlined similar
characteristics of the secondary labour culture.5
Women's unfavourable position is characterised by their
lower wages (bonus, fringe benefits, increments inclusive), higher
job immobility (verticle and horizontal), poorer job security and
lower human capital savings. She resides in lower skill jobs,
settles more in stereotypic profession, more so than men. She is
viewed as less motivated, less dedicated work force. Her service
curve is less than predictable and is interrupted due to family
duties like child birth. All in all, the female secondary workforce
is not a profitable investment. Overtime, the disadvantaged inter-
nalizes these beliefs and exhibits an inferior fixated receptive
mentality- that 'we belong here,' a mentality which further
characterizes the secondary. At this point, there is no need to
explore why women behave like such. Suffice to see if the Singaporean
women exhibit all these secondary characteristics and if these
traits have a major role to play in their vocational training pattern.
What follows are discussions of writers' views on these characteristics
5 J.F. Madden, Economics of Sex Discrimination (Lexington Books, 1973)
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4.1 Stereotyping
The stereotypic' women's work, men's work' concept is so
deeply rooted that in a time study by Rosenfeld, it was shown
that over 5 years, the pattern of occupational mobility brought
about almost no change in the degree of occupational sex segrega-
tion.6 In the case of Japan, since the 50s, sexual segregation
as measured by the sex ratios in traditionally female dominant
occupation.and male dominant occupation, has remained virtually
constant.7 Females and males are, as early as teenager prepared
for their entry into a sex segregated occupational structure since
they held sex stereotypic aspirations and expectations. Using
primary, secondary demarcation, women though qualified for primary
market are confined to the secondary labour market. Movement up-
ward is difficult. Dual labour market implies that unattractive
secondary locations are more likely to experience both male and
female increase. But the primary sector generally maintains
stable and heavily male composition.8 Managerial stereotyping
has more impending bearing on career development of females, besides market
stereotyping, Bass
revealed that the administration tendsto feel women will not make
6 Rachel A. Rosenfeld 'Sex Differences in Patterns of Carrer Mobility'
Aage B Sorensen-Dernogra 1 16, #F, (1979), p. 89-101.
M.M. Osaka 'Dilemmas of Japanese Professional Women', Social
Problems, 26:1(October, 1978), p. 15-25.
8 Snyder and Hayward, 'Location of Change.'
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good supervisors, notably because there are rules of etiquette
and governing interaction politics between the sexes in the public.
Next influential is dependability. Managers feel. women are less
reliable because of women's biological and personal characteristics.9
Rapoport attested to the same view and discovered that managers
still find women's role as being supplementary and secondary.
Managers who have female subordinates are more inclined to feel
this way. Subtle discriminatory practices, eg. avoid putting
females in positions of importance, or which requires dedication
and commitment, still exist. The literature suggests that seemingly
women receive much negative stereotyping in their upbringing. They
are thought apt to fill less demanding, low skill jobs. 10
4.2 Alienation
Alienation is a concept of considerable antiquity. It started
in the times of the Greeks who used to dwell on the 'loss of being.'
It was transformed from ontological to sociological concept most
prominently by Marx in his Paris Manuscript of 1844. It then des-
cribed alienation as a state of self estrangement in the work context
because of industrialization. Social scientists especially of the
70s then devoted themselves to the study of alienation in the context
of industrial democracy, work humanization. The concept was given
9 B.M. Bass 'Male Manager's Attitude Towards Working Women', in
Women in the Professions: What's All the Fuss About, ed.
by Linda A. Fidell (et.al.), California: Sage, 1971).
10 M. Rapoport 'Dual Career Families: Variant Pattern', Human Relations,
22 (February 1969), p. 3-29.
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more empirical verification via numerous work studies on job
involvement. Here defined as the lack of energy, involvement
committed to a task, alienation is seen as correlated with low
skill routine jobs, which has a high women concentrate. Given
some lead sentences to test for job motivation, men appeared to
be more achievement oriented, more motivated than women.11 A
study showed that women is seen as exhibiting low potency and high
emotionality. 12 The other way round is believed to be true of
men, i.e.high potency and lower emotionality. Women are not put
in position requiring dedication, she is seen as lacking commitment,
though in fact it could be because of disrrupted service duration
rather than energy involvement. 13 In the 2-factor theory on
occupational satisfaction, Levitin, Crowley held that women are
lower on the motivation factor, they are less involved in work,
14less achievement directed. 14 Yet another bulk of literature tends
to counterfeit by first acknowledging the lower job motivation of
women but attributing to non-biological factors like job nature.
11 M.S. Horner 'Towards an Understanding of Achievement Related
Conflicts in Women', Journal of Social Issues, 28 (1972)
p. 157-176.
12 F.E. Gordon, D.T. Hall 'Self Image and Sterotypes of Femininity,
The Relationship to Women's Role Conflicts and Coping,'
Journal of Applied Psycholog-, Vol. 59:2 (1974), p.241-243.
13 Rapoport, 'Dual Career Families.'
14 T. Levitin 'Sex Discrimination Against the American Working Women!,
in Women in the Professions: What' s all the fuss about,
ed. by Linda S. Fidell et.al., California: Sage, `1971.
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Since most women are in lower skill, monotonous routines, this,
rather than innate qualities have led to less work motivation,'
higher sense of job alienation.15
4.3 Family responsibility
Managers feel the principal female role is a helpful suppor-
tive wife. They are more receptive to female employee's request
for child care leave than if it is a male employee. They simul-
taneously feel women hence is undependable labour force. 16 in
Japan where motherhood is canonized, women are so secure in her
familial roles that among young single women of the liberated era,
the sense of family responsibility is still strong, comparable to
married women of a few generations back.17 Maintaining family
security for Japanese women is more primal than greater career
fulfilment. 18 Rapoport found that most dual career families,
where the man and the woman both have salient careers, have most of
the household chores shared. But the responsibility of childcare is
still the woman's.19 Deyo found that marriage has a substantial
15 John P. Robinson (et.al.), Measures of Occupational Attitudes
and Occupational Characteristics, (Michigan: University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor, 1976).
16 Rapoport, 'Dual Career Families.'
17 Osaka, 'Japanese Women'
18 M.W. Weil 'An Analysis of the Factors Influencing Married Women's
Actual or Planned Work Participation', American Sociological
Review 26 (1961), p. 91-102.
19 Rapoport, 'Dual Career Families.'
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impact on women especially in job turnover and absentism due to
family responsibilities.20 M. Fong consented to the same theme
in a West Malayan sample and added that if fertility can be con-
trolled., then women's participation in the 3rd World labour market
would be improved.21 These authors support the notion that women
seem to beamore receptive towards family responsibility.
4.4 Sense of job immobility
External. market situation often determines one's sense of
job mobility. Be it discrimination or internalized inferiority,
women tend to correlate with low ability jobs which are less in
keeping with their ability. Korman went further to say that it
is lower self esteem that has inhibited females to think of job
advancement. 22 Fear of success, fear of failure, percieved con-
sequence of occupational advancement are crucial determinants which
checks a woman towards upward aspiration in a traditionally masculine
context.23 When market forces are against them, women are further
20 Frederic C. Deyo, Marital Status, job Orientation and Work Commit-
ment among Semi-skilled Female Workers in Sinapore, (National
TT,-% TArc tv of Si na-anore_ 197.
21 M. Fong, Social and Economic Correlates of Female Labour Force
Participation in West Malaysia, University of Hawaii, 1974).
22 A. Korman 'Self Esteem as a Moderator of the Relationship between
Self Percieved Abilities and Vocational Choice', Journal
of Applied Psychology, Vol. 51, #1 (1967), 65-67.
23 O.N. Lee Effects of Sex Role Stereotypes on Women's Job Attitude,
unpublished thesis, (Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1979).
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restrained. Companies with market power tend to discriminate more.
So much so that the extent of discrimination is proportionate with
monopoly power.24 It is not surprising that a higher sense of job
immobility prevails among woman in industry.
4.5 Occupation and education
Education, training, work experience affect one's labour
25
market performance. The human capital value storage is, sex linked.
Duncan found that the whole notion of career with a steady advance-
ment in training is only true for male. With female, on the job
training opportunities are only 0,7 as compared to the ?.6 of male.
Women accumulates less human capital than male due to interruption
of child birth, and lower skill work profile. It is often the better
educated, the skilled who receive company support in training. Lower
education, low skill experience and low chances of training tend to
reinforce each other, suppress the potential capital value of females.
24 John Palmer (et.al.) 'Market Power and Discrimination', Journal
of Human Resources, 13 (Fall 1978), p.544-560-
25 Madden 'Economics of Sex Discrimination.'
Weil 'An Analysis of the Factors Influencing Married Women,'
Judith Mayo, Work and Welfare, Em loyment and Employability of
Women in the AFDC-Programs (Chicago: University of Chicago
1975).
David Metcaff, 'Why are the Low Paid Always With Us?' New Society,
Vol. 54, #935 (16 October, 1980), p. 104-107.
Greg J. Duncan Saul Hoffman, 'on the job training and earnings
difference by raceand sex.' Review of Economic Statistics,
61: 594- 603. November 1979.
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The literature reviewed, identifies several characteristics
of the women labour force. She is less educated, receives less
positive stereotyping towards prospective career life, bossoms
higher sense of job alienation, dwindled sense of market mobility
and shoulders more, in the role of a home maker. In short, a
less favoured labor force.
Is this true of the Singaporean women work force? Are these
traits responsible for her lowered desire in training?
4.6 Sin-aorean women as disadvantaged labour force
The average Singaporean man earns more than women. Of the
5200 income bracket, there is only 18% male but 40% female. Those
who earn more than $400 constitute 40% of employed men. But with
women, only 18%. Wage differentials between the sexes is biggest
in manufacturing. Most women are in the manufacturing sector,
especially in the low manual jobs.26 Over a period of ten years,
1960s-1970s, this sexually segregated labour situation has not
changed.27 Of the 28% of the illiterate population, 70% is women
in the 1970 census.28 In 1978 of the 1.6 million persons 25 years
and over, 23% never attended school. 14% had below primary 6. Of
26 Emiko Hiramatsu, Status and Training of Employed Women in
Singapore, Phillipines and Thailand, ILO, 1979).
27 Aline Wong, Women as a Minority Group in Sin a ore,(National
University of Singapore, 1974).
28 Ibid.
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these, 70% and 43% respectively are females. Of the women work
force, 16% had not attended school and 11% did not complete
primary school as compared to 2% and 18% with men.29 In E.F.
Pang's study, it was believed, education, marital status are the
main factors which determines the secondary status of women.30
The percentage of female workers drops to 31% in the 20-24
age group, 9% in the 30-34 age group, 6% in the 40-44 age group.
Only 0.5% held administrative and managerial work compared to 4%
male. Women are mostly in light industry (4%) and confined to
the lower rungs of employment. They are viewed as 'not serious
casual workers,' unprofitable targets of training.31
1972, Lee Kwan Yew declared women as a reserve labour force,
emphasizing that countries with highest prosperity are those with
highest female labour force participation. 32 Mobilizing women
into the economy is a consciouspolicy in order to relieve dependence
on migrant workers. Far from a belief in emancipation, 'women work
only when there is economic necessity forces the men to call on
women', some responded. The market has been tight, so since the
late 60s, the participation, the mobilization of women has been
fast paced. Pay scale was improved, more creches were built,
29 UNESCAP and People's Association, Seminar on the Role of Young
Women in Social rro ress and Development Especially in
Industry, (May 1980).
30 Pang Eng Fong, Labour Force Growth, Utilization and Determination
in Singapore, Science Research Centre, National University
of Singapore, 1975.
31 Ibid.
32 Chan Heng Chee, Mobilizational of Women into the Economy and
Politics of Singapore, (National University of Singapore,1975)
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campaigns were run. Yet this process of mobilization has little
changed the maternal role of female. Marital status still has a
substantial impact on work participation, ob turnover and absentism.,33
34
It was found in a study that married women has lower job commitment,
and in another, women are supplementary work force subjected to the
type of work, level of income of their husbands.35
The indigenous literature exploring the problem of women
as disadvantaged labour has pointed out the stereotypic pressure
on Singaporean women. Of course, further verification is needed.
The question is: are these variables, sterotyping, sense of immobility,
alienation, family duties, lower education, occupation, reasons for
their low interest in training? Is it true that disadvantagedness
tends to exponentiate rather than localize?
Of course, these are not all the factors which influence the
work related behaviour of women. It will serve the purpose of this
research to show whether certain factors', like those reviewed have
disposed Singaporean women unfavourably in training. It is hypothesized
the disadvantaged position of women will have an effect in vocational
training. Unless more positive corrective measures are undertaken.
The pre-entrance barriers of women's would tend to deter her.
33 Deyo, 'Job Orientation Among Female Workers in Singapore.'
34 Ibid.
35 Fong, 'Social Economic Correlates of Female in Mala.ysia.'
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(J) Questions to be Explored
In brief, this undertaking wishes to explore the reasons
for women not taking up training. Specifically, the study aims
at exploring:
E.1 If women in the sample exhibit the characteristics of dis-
advantaged. labour
E.2 If women is less active in their desires for vocational
training
E.3 If the disadvantaged disposition is an intervening cause
influencing the desire for vocational training
E.L If so, what are the more influential factors in affecting
desire for training.
In diagramatical illustration, these questions can be trans-
lated into hypothetical forms in the following manner:
Ti (X being sex, Ti being the characteristicsxEel
of disadvantaged labour)




(X being sex, Y being vocation trainingTi
desire Ti the characteristics to be
controlled in the X-- Y relationship)
Y (.investigating which Ti or sex is influential)E.4 Ti, X
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(6) Research Design
The design is basically an exploratory survey done in
November to December 1081 in Singapore. A pre-test was done
before hand in October. Strictly speaking, it is a case study
of the work forces of 4 factories in Singapore via non closely
supervised, close ended questionnaires.
6.1 Sampling
The sample consists of 4 multinational electronics companies
from Holland, Japan, Italy and U.S.A. The sample is not randomly
chosen, rather, it is chosen with the following criteria. Firstly,
they are companies with a big (defined by census as having over
1,000 workers) workforce of more than 1,200. Secondly they produce
radios and cassettes (defined by census as employing most women in
electronics), Thirdly, they are unionized. There are only 4 com-
panies which meet these criteria and I have used them all.. In
total the 4 workforces comprise 10,150 workers which consitutes the
population of the sample.
There are 16 unionized cassettes, radios producing companies
with a total work force of 14,237.1 The sample is thus 71% of this
work force. The total number of unioned electronics factories is
1 United Workers of -blectronics and Electrical Industries, Nature
of Industry: Electronic and Electrical (A), (1981).
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98 which hires 54,051 workers 2 of which the sample makes a 18%.
The workforce as of 1981 December in electronics and electricals
is 86,730, 3 of which the sample makes 11.5%.
10,200 copies of questionnaires were sent out, the return
rate was 44.60, resulting in 4,554 reponses. After checking, 4,226
reponses are used, abandoning those replies without sex demarcation,
or only half answered.
The sex component is 1 male to 12 females (329:4096) in the
sample which resemables the population which is 1 to 12.5.4 In
the total workforce of E E (electronics and electricals), the sex
ratio is 1 to 3.5 (16,059:49,878).5 The ratio of single to married
in the sample is 1:0.33 which is close to the total work force of E
& E being 1:0.Lr4.6 Age component in the sample of the under 20 and
20 to 40 and above age group is 1:2.5, as compared to 1:2.8 in the
total of E E population.? By and large, though the sample is not
random, it is close to the E E workforce in many ways. The
electronics industry is chosen for this study because while being a
2 Ibid.
Singapore Department of Statistics, Year Book of Statistics,
(1980-81).
United Workers of Electronics and Electrical Industries, Sexual
Breakdown as at 31st October 1981, (1981).
5 Singapore Department of Statistics, Census of Population 1980,




female industry, it is also one that has the highest vat ue-added
potential. It has the highest value-added unit per worker,8 even
higher than petroleum, meaning it has a high skill technology
inclination. Technology in the E E in all end-use sectors
(civil, military equipment, industrial electronics, consumer
electronic-s) is marked by short product life-cycles, constant
innovations, and rapid obsolescence. Innovations over the past
30 odd years have been both capital saving and labour saving.9
Women involved in the industry should theoretically receive high
incentives towards training either in-house or institutions based.
If not now, the advanced technology in E E is such that high wage
differentiation, work segregation along sexual distinctions should
be minimal. It would therefore be informative to study if female
electronic workers are thus proned towards vocational training or
not, especially in big multinational firms which are accustomed to
the concept of the development of human capital and who can afford
to send workers to VITB courses.
8 Singapore Department of Statistics, Year Book of Statistics,
1980-1981
($1940.7 million dollars, even more than petroleum which is
1844.2 million Singapore dollars.)
9 Pang Eng Fong, Linda Lim Technology Choice and Employment
Creation: A case study of three multinational enter rises
in Singapore, (National University of Singapore, 19 81).
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6.2 Data Qollection
The administration of the questionnaire was done via the
management who distributed the questionnaires through the line
supervisors. In one factory, the return was collected after 2
weeks, with Christmas break and weekends intercepting. Other
returns were collected within one week. Since it is not a closely
supervised collection method, to arouse interest and enhance return
rate, the researcher mobilized the factory union officials to explain
and inform the workers of the nature, purpose of the research. Since
the supervisors are collectors, the return rate was thus better
supervised.
6.3 Measurerne nt ,Control of Errors
It was related in 5.E.1 that whether or not women exhibit
disadvantaged characteristics needs to be verified. Using operational
definition, occupation is measured by asking one open ended question.
The subsequent answer is coded according to the demarcation of the
company into 3 categories, making up an ordinal occupation scale
according to skill level. 3 marks are given for skilled workers, 2
for semi-skilled and 1 for non-skilled workers. Education is defined
ordinally as high education (3 marks, encompassing vocational insti-
tutes, pre-university, polytechnic), medium education (2 marks,
secondary school) and low education (1 mark, primary school,) Other
educational training is treated as missing values. (There are 36
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such cases.) Vocational training desire is measured by asking
one Likert scaled question, 'How would you describe your desire
for VITB training?' The 5 ordinal responses ranging from 'very
keen' to 'not keen at all' is further coded into 3 levels of high
(3 marks), medium (2 marks) and low (1 mark).
Alienation defined as 'the lack of energy, involvement
committed to job tasks, adopts index B of Patchen's job motivation
index.'102 Likert scaled questions are asked and combined to measure
the variable. Responses ranging from very high to very low are
coded to 3 ordinal variations: high, medium and low alienation with
3,2 and 1 marks respectively.
Sense of family responsibility defined as 'the drive to take
up family tasks at one's expense rather than pass it to others', is
measured by combining 2 Likert scaled questions on child care duties.
High, medium to low sense of family duties are coded.
Sterotyping towards technical career is originally measured
by 2 Likert scaled questions. After test of internal cohesion,
one is used to demarcate high, medium to low sterotyping.
Sense of job immobility is taken to be 'the feeling that the
possible job alternatives one has are low skilled.' It is measured
by one Likert scaled question which is coded into 3 levels of high
(3 marks), medium (2 marks) and low (1 mark) job immobility.
In this research design, a short questionnaire is
suitable because the respondents are not monitored. Given the
sizable volumn of variables, the number of questions asked would
hence be limited. Admitting the crudeness of measurement, compensa-
tion is sought via large sample size.
10
John Robinson (et.al.) Measures of Occupational Attitudes and
Occupational Characteristics, (Michigan: Survey Research
Centre of University of Michigan, 1976), p. 209.
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6.4 Reliability and Validity
A pre-test of 30 respondents was done to refine the questions.
Coding and punching errors are computer controlled and reduced. The
vocational training desire (VTD) variable adopts face validity and
reliability. Patchen's motivation index in a test-retest method
from a sample of 49 employees of an electronics firm scores a
reliability of 0.80.Scale homogeneity through inter item cor-
relations was low but positive. In this sample, the alpha reliability
scores 0.369. Validity reported in 5 tests varied from R=0.35 to
R=0.54, but difference in motivation expected on the basis of
occupational satisfaction were confirmed. A correlation of 0.50
was found between motivation and occupational satisfaction over 90
work groups.12 The family responsibility variable has an alpha
reliability score of 0.504. Face validity is used. The stereotyping
variable adopts face validity and reliability. Same with job
immobility.





Level ofOperationalConstitutivea riable Validity
MeasurementDefinitionDefinitionName
Ordinal facethe actual occupa-C cupation Level of
tion is askedoccupational skill- 3
semi- 2skill in whicl (section 1.4 of
non- 1a person is questionnaire
employed missing 9








& F - 9
faceOrd inalVocation The drive How would you
training which moti- high- 3describe your
desire for VITB.des ire (A,B)vates people
medium- 2to express training?'
A...... veryinterest in (C)
low- 1undergoing
(D E)training Keen....
offered by th B..... quite keen missing 9






Job aliena patchen's con-Lack of (I)'... how often Ordinal
energy, struct validitNdoes time seem alienation=
involvement 0.50to drag...?' (I)+ (11)/2
in job task A. about }4 day
B...... 1/3 high- 3





(II)'... how in- (2.5 thru. 3)
volved.. in
low- 1your job?'
A. very little... (3.5 thru. 5)
B. slightly.....






Sense of that which orci inal alphaface(I),... one of you
drives one tofamily must stay to takE fanilly. 0.504
take up family care of child...'respon- responsibility
tasks at one's A. I will take leavesibility =(I)+ (II)/2
expense in- B. We will take turn
C. Spouse to takestead of pass high - 3
to others leave
(section 2.5) medium- 2








social al appro-tereoty- ... they like me ord inal face face
val towards take up technicalping high- 3
one taking up work' (A,B)
technical. A. very true medium- 2
Industrial B. somewhat (C)
career C. not really low- 1
D. not at all (B)
(section 2.7) missing- 9
Sense of Feeling that '... training is not ordinal.
face facejob 1rnmo- job alterna- needed for jobs I high- 3
bility tives are low (AIB)can get.'
skilled A. very true med ium--2
B. somewhat (C)
C. not really low- 1
D. not at all (D)
(section 2.9) missing- 9
sex is asked of the interval face face
respondents. (dummy)
(section 1.2) F- 1, M- 0
TABLE 2: Operationalization of Variables
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(7) Finding
7.1 Characteristics of the sam le:
In the sample, women consists of 92.6% (4,096 female, 329
male). The below 20 age group makes 27.8%, the 21 to 30 group
makes the largest 62.1%, only 10.2% of the 31 and over age group.
The primary and the secondary school educated make up almost all
of the sample, 44.1% and 50% respectively. Unskilled workers are
the majority 15.2%, semi skilled and skilled are 18.3% and 6.5%
respectively. Chinese makes 70.3%, Malay 23.6%, Indian 5.3%, 717
are single, 28.2/ married. The characteristics of the majority
sample is such that inclination towards training should be high,
being young, mostly 21 to 30, moderately educated, unskilled singles
and Chinese.
The respondents, when asked what they feel are the reasons
which hinder them from taking training, felt the reasons are mostly
concerned with the lack of knowledge of VITB training (45.4%), low
education level (36.5%), family enburdenment (33.7%), sense of
content with the present situation (10.4/), low sense of job mobility
(10.1%) and low interests in a technical industrial career (6%). Only
2.9% (129 respondents) felt the reasons are other than these-
specifically most felt it is because the companies are not willing
to sponsor their training, wouuld-not grant time concessions or
because VITB would not accept trainees who apply for courses different
than their present jobs.
Their opinions on the problem has helped to strengthen the
underpinning of the quest icnnaire.
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The vocational training desire is generally quite high in
the sample.,. Most (61%) have shown more than a definite interest.
Table 3 displays the distribution:
Absolute Relative Frequency(%)
1317 30.2I am very keen about VITB training..
1342 30.8I am quite keen...
23.31018It does not matter...
11.0478T am not keen...
4.7205I have not the slightest interest
100.04360Total
TABLE 3: Frequency Table on Vocational Training Desire






TABLE 4: FreQuenc Table on Job Alienation
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The sense of family responsibility in the sample is typically






TABLE 5: Frequency on Family Responsibility
The cultural stereotyping towards an. industrial technical career is
generally high perhaps because the sample is already an industrial






TABLE 6: Fre uenc Table on Stereotypin
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The sense of job immobility is medium leaning towards high, which
is expected of a manufacturing technology that-is still rather
labour intetisive, with a broad base of non-skilled and increasingly
lessened technical positions at the top,
Absolute Relative Frequency(%)




meRT.F r7• FrpnniPncv Table on Job Immobility
In sum, the sample is dominantly made up of single young women, low
skill but who are not unkeen about training. Job alienation is
moderately high, same with sense of job immobility.
7.2 Are women in the sample exhibiting disadvantaged traits (E.1)?
SexTi




-0.298 24.500 <0.000T5 Stereotyping
<0.0000.290 38.380T6 Job immobility
TABLE 8: Occupation, Job Alienation, Fariily Responsibility, StereotypinE
and Job Immobility by Sex
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In the table, it can be seen that sex has a definite impact
at least or} 4 variables. There are distinct differences between
the sexes on 'these qualities. The Gamma coefficient of occupation
by sex shows a strong and inverse relationship. Woman are correlated
more with lower rungs of skill. Knowing sex can reduce about 75.9%
of the errors in predicting the ranking in occupation. Education
is also negatively and rather strongly related to sex. In other
words, women are much related to the lower levels of education.
We may reduce 67.9% of the errors in preducting one's ranking in
education if we know one's sex. The relationship between alienation
and sex is mild but definitely positive, meaning women is correlated
with higher sense of alienation, more so than men, though the relation-
ship is mild. Sex can eliminate 34% errors in predicting for
alienation. High family responsibility is very strongly related
with female. A positive and strong relation is detected. Sex
can explain 88.6% errors in predicting the degree of family respon-
sibility. The saying that women are less stereotyped towards
technical careers has backing in the sample. Though not strong,
the relationship is definitely inverse. Women are inversely related
with technical career stereotyping. 29.8% of the errors can be
reduced when we use sex to predict on career inclination. A positive
and moderate relationship is found between sex and sense of immobility.
Women bossom higher sense of job immobility. In the long run, 291%
of errors when predicting on sense of immobility can be reduced when
we use sex as predictor. Thus far the finding lends support to the
thinking that women in the sample are disadvantaged. What follow
are series of more detailed breakdown study of the relationship










TABLE 9: Occupation by Sex
The inverse correlation is strong, women presides predominantly in
the unskilled category, men the skilled category. Within the women
population the majority are unskilled (78.4%). But within the male









TABLE 10: Education by Sex
The inverse relation is fairly strong, with women being more in the
low education sector than in the medium and scarcely in the high.
Men resides modally in the medium and much better in the high, less
in the low. There are more women in the primary, and disproportionately














TABLE 11: Job Alienation By Sex
The relation though moderate, shows a positive relation, women are
in general, experiencing higher sense of job alienation. There are











TABLE 12 Family Responsibility by Sex
It is a positively strong relation that describes the sample on sex
by sense of kinship cohesion. Women in particular are very high (71.,4%)
Men are typically much lower, 11.9% in family orientation. With that,
it can be understood why women are not considered good human investment,
since, in the long run, their service interruption due to the family














24. Soo P< 0. 0000X2
TABLE 13: Stereotyping by Sex
Stereotyping towards technical careers is negatively and mildly
associated with sex, i.e. female is less likely to obtain social
approval towards technical career. Though on the whole, both
female and male, being already factory workers receive positive
stereotyping (77.5% in male, 63.8% female), women are less, The









= 38.380 A K 0.0000X2
TABLE 14: Job Immobility by Sex
F
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The relation between sense of job immobility and sex is positive
but mild. {Women are more represented in the high immobility group,
while men generally have lower sense of immobility. Sex can reduce
29% of errors in predicting the level of immobility sensed.
In sum, women in the sample have performed less favourably
than men in all the characteristics. She is less educated, engaged
in lower rungs of work, has higher sense of job alienation, more
familial duties, less encouragement towards a better paid technical
career and higher sense of job immobility. Will these influence
her in her vocational training?
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7.3 Are women also less inclined towards training (E2)?
On this question, a crosstabulation was performed.
Sex








x2 = 73.852 P <0.0000
TABLE 15: Vocational Training Desire By Sex
The table shows VTD with sex has a fairly strong and negative (-0.510)
relation. Women are associated with low desire for training.
The Gamma coefficient shows that knowing one's sex can eliminate
51% error when predicting one's level of desire of training. Women
are also inferior in their desire for training. But why? is it
because they are disadvantaged?
704 Are unfavourable disposition reason for the lack of training
Desire in women?
Controlling for the Ti, the relationship between sex and
vocational training desire can be further studies. Under what
conditions will eg. sterotyping contribute towards desire for
training? Low sterotyping or high stereotyping? Is low alienation
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or high alienation more likely to have impact on training behavior?
Are only unfavourable conditions responsible for the degree of
desire for ungrading?
The relationships between the Ti and VTD are displayed as
follows:






Occupation, Education, Alienation, Family Responsibility,TABLE 16:
Stereotyping, Job Immobility by Vocational Training Desire
The relationship between occupation and VTD is reflected by Gamma
coefficient of 0.290. Occupation by sex is Gamma --0.759. Percentage
wise, high skill workers are found to be also highly desirous
of training. Only 58.3% of low skill workers are similarly inclined.










TABLE 17 VTD By Occupation
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After controlling for occupation, the relationship between sex and
VTD in high and low occupational groups are respectively -0.498
and -0.203, furthermore, the summary Gamma is -0.223, much lower
than the original Gamma of --0.510. This suggests that the relation-
ship between sex and VTD is possibly spurious. The biological factor
has little-.impact on VTD. Rather, the relation is affected by
occupation. Women being low on VTD is possibly because of their
low skill experience. Being disadvantaged in occupational level
will also affect one's training behavior.
In the low occupation group, women with low VTD is 16.8',
high VTD is 57.9% compared to men's 14.1 and 69.6%. In high
occupation group, females in the low VTD is 8.5%, high VTD is
74% compared to men's 4.7/ and 90.6%
In high and low occupation groups, consistently, women are
more concentrated in the low VTD groups and is less represented in
the high VTD groups. The following table displays the control










Gamma= -00498 P 00003Gamma= -0.203 N.S.
TABLE 19 VTD by Sex Controlling forTABLE 18 VTD by Sex Controlling
High Occupationfor Low Occupation
%
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What are the impact of education on VTD? Would women in low
education group tend to correlate with low VTD? We find that
the 75.6% of the high education group express also higher voca-
tional training desire. Whereas only 52.2% in the low education
group would. The Gamma coefficient between education and VTD
is 0.284 reflecting that the less educated tend to have lower










TABLE 20: VTD by Education
Gamma coefficient between sex and education is 0.679. Percentage
wise, 46.45 of the women have only primary school while only 16.0%
of the men are like such. Where 32.6% are in the high education
group, only 3.8% of the women are. Further analysis shows that
in low education group, women with low VTD and high VTD is 19.5%
and 51.8% respectively, whereas men are 16% and 66%. In high
education groups, women with low VTD and high VTD is 8.8% and 68.2%
men 6.9% and 86.3% respectively. It shows that women in low educa-
tion group tend to have lowest desire for training.
% %
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After controlling for education, the relationship between
sex and VTD in high and low education groups are respectively
-0.438 and -0.228, lower than the original Gamma of -0.510. This
suggests that women's lower desire in training is in part affected












TABLE 22: VTD by Sex ControllingVTD By Sex ControllingTABLE 21:
for High Educationfor Low Education
Would the level of job alienation be a factor in influencing
women's outlook on training? Since women are mostly in unskilled
jobs, their involvement in their jobs is less than ideal. Could
this be a reason for their lack of initiative towards training?

















The high alienated tend to concentrate more in low VTD than the lov
alienated (21.7% VS 12.4%). More of the less alienated has higher
VTD than the alienated (60.2 VS 50.5%). In low alienation group,
women with low VTD is 12.9%, much higher than the in men. Jormen
with high VTD is 67.3%, much lesser than men's 85.4%. In high job
alienation group, women with low VTD is 22.3%%, men 9.6%, women with











P <0.0000P < 0.0000
TABLE 25: VTD by Sex ControllingTABLE 24: VTD by Sex Controlling




After controlling for job alienation, the conditional gamma for
sex and VTD is -0.623 and -0.438 in high and low alienation group
respectively. Compared to the original gamma of -0-510, the summary
gamma of -0.453 reflects that alienation is partially though mil.dy
influential in affecting the VTD by sex relationship. Women in
the high alienation group is especially affected. The conditional
gamma is even higher than the original.
Is the higher sense of family duties in women a reason for
their not taking up training? Sense of family responsibility is
only mildly but inversely related to VTD (-o.194), the more family










Gamma= -0.194 P 0.0000
TABLE 26: VTD by Responsibility-
Those with low sense of family duties also have the highest tendency
towards VTD, 75.9%. In reverse,those with high family orientation
scores lowest in VTD 58.1%.
%
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In finer analysis, in the low family responsibility group,
women with low and high VTD is 8.2% and 60.7% compared to men's
5.1% and 87.8%. In high family responsibility group, women in
low and high VTD is respectively 17.2% and 57.9%, compared to
men's 11.4% and 71.4%. Women in higher family sense group tends












TABLE 28: VTD by Sex ControllingVTD by Sex ControllingTABLE 27:
for High Familyfor Low Family
ResonsibilityResponsibility
After controlling for family responsibility, the conditional gamma
of VTD by sex in high and low familial responsibility group is -0.259
and -0.592. High sense of family duties is partially responsible
for women's lower desire for training.
Would weaker social encouragement towards technical career
be a factor in affecting women in vocational training? Stereotyping
towards technical career is positively correlated to VTD. The












(N) (306) (1201) (2778)
Gamma = 0.381 P<0.0
TABLE 29 VTD by Sterotyping
High stereotyping has more respondents with highest VTD (69.3%).
In the break down analysis, in low stereotype group, women in high
VTD is 41.2%. low VTD 36.1% compared to men's 60% and 33.3%
respectively. In low VTD group, female scores 67.3% high
and 12.2% low versus men's 89.4% and 3.7%. After controlling for
stereotyping, the conditional gamma in the high and low stereotype
group is -0.583 and -0.220. Compared to. the original gamma of -0.510,
This reflects that when low stereotyping should arise, vocational
training desire would be lower.
Sex Sex
VTD VTD
M T M F
Low 33.3 36.1
Low 3.7 12.2
Medium 6.7 22.7 Medium 6.9
20.5
Low 60.0 41.2 High 89.4 67.3







TALE 30: VTD by Sex Controlling
for Low Stereotyping
TABLE 31: VTD by Sex Controlling
for High Stereotyping
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Would the high sense of job immobility be a contributing factor
toward VTD?` The gamma coefficient between the two is -0,237, a









Gamma= -0.237 P O.0000
TABLE 32: VTD by Job Immobility
In the high VTD group, respondents of high immobility are lesser
to be found compared to a higher concentration (74.5%) of res-
pondents who have lower sense of immobility. Women in both the
low and high immobility group has more low VTD, and less high VTD
compared to men. Especially in the high immobility group, women
are lesser on high VTD (52.1% compared to 70.1% in men.) After.
controlling for job immobility, the conditional gamma of sex and
VTD is -0.622 and -0,330 in low.and high job immobility groups
respectively. It shows that while originally there is a considerably
strong relationship between women and low VTD, part of the relation-












p < 0.01p < 0.0000
TABLE 34: VTD by ControllingTABLE 33: VTD by Sex Controlling
for High Job Immobilityfor Low Job Immobility
In sum, after the control study, the research data shows that what
contributes to women's lower desire for training is partially due
to their unskilled work experience, lower education, lower job
motivation, higher sense of family duties, lesser stereotyping
towards technical career and higher sense of job immobility. The
disadvantageous characteristics of the women labour force are opera-
ting in affecting women's vocational training behaviour. The




































TABLE 35: Conditional and Summary Gamma of VITD by Sex After
Controlling for Ti
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7.5 Among gall the Ti 4 including sex here defined as the biological
factor, which ones are more important in influencing behaviour
vocational training?
In order to examine the joint effects and the relative effects
of the various variables, we introduced the stepwise multiple











TABLE 36: Stepwise Multiple Correlation of Sex and Ti with VTD
* Accumulative, summated variance of previous variables
We learn from Table 36 that the total variance of the
variables on VTD is 11.1%. The residual effect is high, meaning, to
explain onVTD, other variables need to be introduced. Suffice that
the variables introduced have some impact on VTD. From the BETAS,
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stereotyping is seen to have the highest relative effect on VTD.
On its_ own, it can reduce 21.6% of errors when used to explain
on VTD. Th'e sense of immobility next, to be followed by educa-
tion and alienation. These 4 variables has each more than 1%
additional explanatory power on its own. Sense of family res-
ponsibility, occupation, and sex have less than 1%. Sex has the
least effect on VTD. Indeed, each of the disadvantaged market
situation has higher relative effects. Meaning to say, in the
long run, to predict on women's training we can reduce 11.1% errors
by using the 6 variables. Sex has neglegible contribution.
(S} Interpretation
What is the link between disadvantagedness and desire for
training? The concept stereotyping is derived from the Theory of
Socialization, Norms and mores transmitted by agents are effected
through the system of rewards and punishment to monitor for socially
desired behaviour.2 Where such norms are internalized, the control,
instead of being external is translated into an internal on and off
setting of the sense of guilt and dissonance. The relationship
between stereotyping towards a technical line of work and training
Irwin L. Child 'Socialization-', in Handbook of Social Psychology
Ed. by Gardner Lindzey, (Cambridge Massechu.settes: Addison-
Wesley 1954), P. 655-692.
2
Clyde Kluckhohn, 'Theoretical Bases for an Empirical Method of
Studying the Acquisition of Culture by Individual', Man,
vol. 39, (1939), P. 98-105.
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can be similar. Externally, controls are exerted along stereotypic
manner in the labour market. So much so that some economists have
even used women as an indicator of lower value added industry. Some
have expressed anxiety in introducing women to non female lines of
work because they tend to suppress wages and technology advancement.
This reflects how serious the matter of segregation is. In the
shop floor level, the intrusion of females into male professions
creates adaptation problem on both parties. Much was written on
how woman suffers in men's job, not the tasks itself, but the
milieu3 Management wanting to avoid problems, tend to reject
woman. Internal pressure comes from the ethos and rituals of each
profession. These become checks for the 'others' to join. Women
may not have friends and parents who would generate positive en-
couragements. She therefore may not have couraged the thought.
Hence one explanation on the link between stereotyping and training
is via the theory of social control, and individual's need for
consensus rather than dissonance. Of course, market control exerted
via segregation would also discourage training outside of one's
repertoire. If social stereotyping is difficult to revert, market
stereotyping is certainly one area the policy makers are capable of
intervening. It is being actively promoted in other countries keen
to equalize social development, to promise better living standard
for all.
3 Beverly,J, Parks, and Laurie R. Harrison, Model to Asscess the.
Extent of Sex Discrimination and Sex Sterotyping in
Vocational Education,' Journal of Research and Development
in Education, Vol. 12, #3, (Spring, 1979), p. 29-33.
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The,est imat ion of mobility usually involves multidimensional
factors touching on technology of the economy, market knowledge,
manpower policy, social economic power of the family, peer, pro-
fessional networks, race, sex, age... By definition, the deprived
are disadvantaged in most if not all of these factors. As to
whether training can help is contingnet upon these factors. Perhaps
this immense area of uncertainty is why the disadvantaged are not
keen to tap on change programs.
Dr. Linda Lim explains by saying if the return of training
is unsure, is costly in terms of loss while attending training,
either loss in wage, years, competitiveness.... Most people would
not opt for training. Incomplete market knowledge also plays a
role. People with few alternatives faces more uncertainty. They
would not risk training because they are unsure. For sponsored
training, yet another explanation can be derived from the concept
of statistical discrimination. From the management viewpoint, only
promising workers are worthy of training. Females, statistically
shown to have interrupted years of service, would not be favoured.
Also, by resorting to the concept of minority may help in having a
psychoanalytic understanding on why the minority fails to utilize
channels to help themselves. It is found the poor, the disadvantaged
live in a culture which is receptive to fatalism, to defeatism, to
uncertainty. Hence they are less proned to rectify their life.
In similar fashion, woman in fact experiences external controls,
may accept reality. She can find other fulfilment, satisfaction
outside of the job.4 Hence the lesser inclination towards
4 J. Mincer, 'Family Investment in Human Captial Earnings of Women',
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 82 (March/April 1974),
p. 76-108.
Vernon L. Allen (e d.) Psychol factors in poverty] (Chicago:Markam 1970.
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training. Thus imperfect market knowledge, statistical dis-
1
crimination, minority mentality can be used to explain the
link between immobility and de-inclination towards training.
Formal education is for many developing countries linked
to achievement orientation and upward mobility. The better
educated, the more achievement oriented. The link between level
of education and VTD can competently be explained by the concept
of Modernization.5 Shively' s study on Hong Kong found that the
modernized sector receives more formal education, has more need
for material well being and achievement. He then concludes
education to be the key to modernization.6 Vocational training has more
direct bearing on social advancement. It is not surprising that
Asian women, of a background of familialism tend to decline from
training. Moreover, the VITB requires secondary school. It is
more likely that men more than women are attending VITB because
women are less educated. The link between education and further
training can be understood in the light of the modernized mentality
for success, and the existence of technical. barrier.
International Enc co edia of the Social .Sciences. Ed. by David
Sills, (Neer York: MacMillian, 1968).
The salient features of modernity is sited as 'increment of
mobility in society.... transformation in modal personality.
'The modern personality is Droned towards 'striving', 'need
achievement', and 'other-direction'.
6 Stan Shively, Aliza . Shively, Value Changes During a Period
of Modernization- the case of Hong Kong. An occasional
paper of the Social Research Centre, (Chinese University
of Hong Kong: SKC 1972).
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Argyris in his study of the 'healthy' plant found that
1.
non skilled workers seldom mentioned intrinsic needs exhibited by
the skilled: learning all aspects of the job variety, pride in
work, creativity... Unskilled workers were far more likely to
describe non-involvement, routine and isolation as extremely
important features of their job.7 Blauner found that skilled
workers are much more concerned with skill development than the non-
skilled. In a study of work alienation,8 hornhauser found that
intrinsic satisfaction among the skilled are higher than unskilled
workers who are less concerned about their job, or developing craft
in their job. in this study, skill level is negatively though
mildly correlated with job alienation (Gamma=-0.187). The lower
the job skill, the higher the sense of alienation. This lends
support to the theory of alienation which can be utilized to explain
why unskilled workers care less for training. After controlling for
alienation, it is found that women exhibit much lower desire for
training. The conditional gamma increases to -0.623 in the high
alienation group (compared to the original -0.510). This means that
high alienation will specially affect: woman. Job alienation thus
tends to suppress desire for training.
The disadvantaged are slow to take up training for there is
no promise. There are external controls too inscrutible to mani-
pulate. Training is just a may-be, there is no
promise. Intrinsically, the sense of immobility, alienation, are
not positive towards generating a momentum for change. But
7 Robinson (et.al.), Measures of Social Psychological Attitudes.
8 Ibis.
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modernization, public education has rapidly changed the familial
orientation of Asian women. More and more women have come to be
identified with the achievement, independence culture. These
women will be frustrated. Detrement to the economy which needs
the skilled force can't be avoided. In the following analysis of
vocational training policy, the handling of disadvantaged groups
will be unfolded
(9) Singapore Vocational Training Policy Value Assumption, Sources
of Inequity
9 Valuessure tion Towards the Disadvantaged:
The Singapore government, compared to the Laissez Faire
tradition of Hong Kong, is an intervenist government, though
industrialists resent it, socialist unionist condemn it, the
government intervenes in matters of wage control, technology,
labour... Lim Chee Onn, Minister without Portfolio, Secretary of
NTUC once said,°... because of the way the three parties (govern-
ment, union, employer) get together, Singapore might be a more
attractive environment than one where you could not predict what
was going to happen... If there is no policy, there is no
direction.' 1 In vocational training, the state exercises the
same determination to supply skill labour for the coming phase of
1 'Wage experiment ends-and tripartism is the winner,' Asian Business,
(October 1981), p. 20-58-
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industrialization. The firm belief in planned change is clear.
But planned change more towards an economic end. There is belief
in applying incentives, but without the social purpose of soliciting
the less privileged to up grade themselves. There is belief in
equality in opportunities but only to the extent of equity to those
who know how to make use of chances. There is no action to help
those too behind the race to use the services. The structure hence
still favours the 'fittest' where the government claims it wants to
promote a caring society. Basically it is a meritorious society
which overlooks the disadvantaged despite countless defensive media
releases.2 On the supply side, the state has used various inter-
vention technique to increase labour. The New Education Policy of
1979 has transferred those who cannot make the race in the academic
stream into vocational training. Under the 1979 VITB Act, institutes
are set up to absorb these students. The state supplies companies
with skill development fund subsidy should companies plan in-house
training. One then cannot help thinking that in the matter of
mobilizing women workers, more intervention tactics can be used.
The state believes in positive incentives. The non availa-
bility to the labour market of young men by national service is
eased by orantinv deferment of national service to apprentices.
2
Goh Keng Swee, Deputy Prime Minister, 'Are we Building a Privileged
Elitist Society?' Mirror, Vol. 16, #11 (June, 1980).
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They only need to do 3 months instead of 2 years of training, 40
days reservice instead of 2 months. Complete exemption is granted
if the apprentice continues to work in the same establishment for
6 years. Priority is given to the placement of reservists in
training schemes. A stipend subsidy of Singapore 60 dollars per
month for 2 years or $40 per month for 3 years is granted.3
Companies applying for the industrial training grant under the
EDB will receive 1, 200 per apprentice to S9,200 per trainee in
specialized advanced training, which is male dominant. In 1980,
VITB subsidies to reservists came to 1.9 million, to trainees 90
thousand dollars.+ These incentives are applied on the understanding
that these human capital are indespensable. One wonders why the
state will not consider applying incentives to the female labour
force which is gaining headway in garments and electronics. The
government is willing to lengthen the primary school hours at
great costs, and at great risks of offending public opinion, to
release females into the market, let no incentives are given to
encourage them to train themselves, well knowing that employers
would not do so. This seems to verge on inadequate cost-benefit
planning. The paradox seems to be explanable only by realizing
that among the economic planners there is a concealed belief in
5
the prevalence of non-competing groups. Scepticism about perfect
3 VITB Annual Report, 1981.
4 EDB, Annual Report, 1981.
5 Linda Lim, Technology Choice and Employment Creation: A Case St:--.Ld.
of 3 i•lultinational Enterprises in Singapore, (ILO:
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competition continued to the present day since the days of Adam
Smith and John Stuart Mill. Linda Lim believes the secondary
female force is used-as a reserve force in the rapidly changing
electronics industry where technology is so fast that no automation
can be considered. (The employment of women) appears to be
a way, employers faced with uncertainty can acquire some degrees
of freedom in modifying the pattern of wages and creating a
flexible use of labour. This degree of freedom is subject to
the restraint imposed by the social order
6 Chan also holds
similar views. Women are called in only when economy needs them,
dispensable labour force whose
when recession comes, they go.
7 If the market views women as
value lies in their
disadvantagedrless : lower pay, easy to relinquish, it is up to the
state to exercise social restr. aint. Yet very often, short sighted-
ness, the need to feed market needs will blurr the belief in female
as the wealth of the nation, will therefore 'tolerate' the segregatio:
9.2 Attitude Towards Treatment of the Sources of Inequity
Inequity is of course not unique to Singapore. There is
ineouity in the treatment accorded women relative to man in most
6 Diane Wernoke and Robin Broadfield, 'A needs-oriented approach
to manpower policy in developed m rket economies.
International Labour Review, Vol. 116, #2 (September
October, 1977), p. 171.
7 Chan Heng Chee, 'Mobilization of Women'.
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OECD countries (organization for economic cooperation development).
The sources of inequity include less access to employment, training,
promotion, outdated legislative or social discrimination, imperfec-
tions in the operation of the labour market, and women's dual roles
as home maker and wage earners. While throughout the OECD, occupa-
tional differentiation is viewed as an important sources of observed
male/female earnings disparity eg. in the U.S.A., the Equal Pay
Act Committee has sought programs to rectify the situation, Singapore
and probably most Asian countries has not been equally concerned.
In the U.S.A. literature, it is a principal source of debate whether
sex differences in occupation distribution and thereby earnings are
to be considered the outcome of labour market entrance in the home
and schools. It is alleged by some that it Lray be due to sex dis-
crimination in hiring, pay and promotion. For example, under job
barriers and employment discrimination, women are discouraged from
entering certain well paid professions. Thus these countries have
made efforts to change pay and promotion practices to ensure more
female entrance. Their under-standing is that women are disfavoured
in the present milieu. In Singapore and most parts of Asia, the
question is hardly raised. However, discrimination is not the sole
culprit in the male/female earnings differentials. Women, on the
average, have weaker attachment to the labour force as shown in
their preference for part time or casual employment. As for married
women who stay out of work until their children are in school before
returning to work, they will lack the same job experience and seniority
that males of the same age have. This phenomenum is being confirmed in
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Singapore by Deyo.8 The OECD countries hence actively seek to
relief the family burden on female by building creches near or
inside the factories, exercise tax exemptions on working mothers,
increase subsidy on child welfare. But such thinking is lacking
in Singapore, not to mention the infrastructure. Even more
important is women's excessive concentration in low paying, un-
organized occupation. In Britain, the problem of low pay is
largely one of the low pay of women.9 This is also true of Canada.
In the U.S. sex polarization of occupation has increased.10 Between
1960-69 in the OECD countries, there was disproportionately small
growth of the number of women in the professional and technical group.
On the other hand, there was a disproportionately large increase of
women workers in low skill, low pay jobs, 11 Such trends are viewed
as alarming by these countries and therefore corrective measures
were sought after. In Singapore, no study was made to understand the
development of wage differentials. Women themselves, unorganized
and unaware have been rather silent, except for a few educated females
who have come to the forefront. The value assumptions of the voca-
tional training policy enfolded in the analysis helps to reflect that
the Singaporean government stands on the side of the free market and
restrains from acting on the issue of helping women to train themselves.
Whereas in other concerns, the state would normally take a stronger
stand. This of course would not help the disadvantaged position of women.
8 DEYO, 'Job Orientation Among Female Workers in Singapore.'
9 Jain, 'Disadvantaged Groups on the Labour Market'.
10 Ibid.
11 Hilda Kahne, 'Economic Perspectives on the perapectives on the of in the
American Economy,', Journal of Economic----- -are, (Dec., 1975)
Journ
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(10) How totImprove Women's Participation in Vocational Training
First and foremost, the policy makers should acknowledge
women are disadvantaged labour, which means she is tied down in
so many ways-as studied that the present VITB provisions which will
do well to attract male workers would not be enough for her. She
is less educated, employed in low skill jobs, has high work aliena-
tion, shoulders more family responsibility and not encouraged to
take up technical work. It is not likely she would have high desire
for industrial training, which is demonstrated in the study. To
recognize women are disfavoured could lead to a range of positive
discrimination programs implemented in the school in the factory
or more radically in restructuring the labour market to reduce
sexual segregation, or to reform the education system. While the
infrastructure needs to be modified to be, more receptive to women,
the 'culture' needs also to be changed.
10.1 De-culturizatiori
In the study, stereotyping is the most important factor
towards training. Had women been more positively educated towards
technical careers, the finding suggests, a relatively higher chances
of influencing her training behaviour is feasible. The cultural
stereotyping agents are very diversified. Parents, peer, teachers,
media, managers, executives, influential thinkers past and present....
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all have their roles. But if manpower training institutes, can
straightjacket themselves to the task of de-sexism, the start is not
too far off.1 But sometimes, e.g. in the U.S.A., vocational training
itself cannot avoid sterotyping. Sexism in vocational training is
specially handled by legislations and implementation bodies, 2 For
Singapore, the first step may be is to identify the extent of the
problem within vocational training institutes. If consultation politics
is mature and well supported by legislative power, it would not be
just a bureaucratic gadget to set up a committee (parallel to the
Women's Bureau in the U.S.) to act as idea banks and implementation
body for de-sexium. Social workers as socialization and re-socializa-
tion agents can perform their roles in offering support services for
working mothers and aspiring career women, also in advocating change
programs for women.
10.2 De-segregation
The next important factor, that of the sense of immobility
presents a more tangible workable route for the policy makers to
work on. When the market is corrected, training pattern should
1 Beverly J. Parks and Laurie R. Harrison, 'A Model to Assess the
Extent of Sex Discrimination and Sex Stereotyping in
Vocational Education.' Journal of Research and Develop-




readjust accordingly. Many countries have taken mostly positive
discrimination measures to correct .segregation. In countries like
Canada, France, divers if icat ion for women is vital besides being
the legitimate right of women. The only way to anticipated decline
in the labour force in the 80s is to make better use of women.3
When the higher interest of state calls for women in jobs left
vacant by men in the military in the world wars, French women were
mobilized in 1916 into mentallurgical engineering to produce munition.4
Women were given higher wages, provided with day care centres, creches
which were quickly formed and spread out. Capital intensive economy
encourages women into various lines other than the traditional ones.
In the U.S.A., under the civil rights act in 1964, the equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission was set up, supported by High Court
rulings. In the Weber and Kaiser Aluminium Co. case 1979, the High
Court ruled that a quota be set aside for training minority to com-
pensate for past discrimination. The Women° s 3ureau implemented a
program to guarantee female access to male sector. When an occupation
is sterotyped, i.e. when the percentage of women falls below 25%,
the authority must guarantee suitable training for a sufficient number
of woman to restore balance.5 In Europe, many countries comply with
the directives of the council of the European communities on 9th
February 1976, regarding vocational training, employment, promotion
3 Marion Janic, 'Diversifying Women's Employment, the Only Road to
Genuine Equality of Opportunity,' International Labour




and work conditions.6 The following are examples how OECD
countries tackle with the problem. This can be stimulation for
Singapore.
Sweden enacted a law on the equality of sexes in public
services training and promotion. In 1980, under a further act, it
is provided that when there is a vacancy, candidates of both sexes
must be represented in the application. In vocational training,
special efforts are made to attract females to make sure their pro-
portion increases progressively. Such a step can easily be enforced
through the Singaporean Minister of Labour since it requires more
administrative top-down work, which the Singapore government is very
competent of. Swedish companies are asked to train women in male
dominant occupations as a prerequisite for localization grants under
the regionalization policy. 40% of the new jobs must be allocated
to female labour, and these subsidies cover the period of their
induction as well as their on the job training.7
Belgium's Commission On Women's Employment encourages a
better distribution of all available posts among job seekers of
both sexes. In particular by prohibiting sexually oriented adver-
tisements for situations vacant. Special advertisement and re-
cruitment criteria are enforced to ensure equal chances for women.
There are campaigns to make employers aware of women's qualification,
to make male workers accept the presence of women, make women aware
of the opportunities for them. There are semi-restrictive means to
encourage women in non-traditional jobs. The state grant aids to
firms that expand operations and include training schemes for women.
6 Ibid.
7 Jain, Disadvantaged Labour Force.
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In 1974, a pilot scheme was started with sex quotas to encourage
women employment. The scheme run till 1979 and firms received aid
if they recruited at least 40% of workers from both sex.8 Women
workers under 40 get allowance if they go for vocational training.9
Perhaps in Singapore, quota policy would take some time, but certainly,
awareness programs such as those mentioned should be well within the
capability of the government. The Ministry of Labour can consider
expand its function to arouse public awareness of the issue.
Norway in 1979 started an experiment to assist women to
choose industrial jobs tradionally held by men. The employment service
would give 4-6 weeks training in the companies. When the training is
finished, the women would work in the same company receiving an
allowance equivalent to minimum wage. 6 such pilot experiments were
done, 2,000 women found new jobs in 'non-feminie' lines. Grants and
subsidies were given if employers would train women into posts not
usually held by men. Given the close relationship between the state
and the employers as reflected in the 4 joint government- private
training centres, Singapore can set up similar ventures. In fact
the 'EDB and the SDF has been granting subsidies to trainees, similar
setting of stipends and probational service is found. Further de-
liberation is needed to specially do this for women, to encourage
them to enter non-traditional posts.
The Netherlands Utrecht Regional Employment Department, the
French Secretariat of State for Female Employment have similar plans,
8 Janic,Diversifying Women's Employment
9 Ibid.
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offering women pre-job training in man's work. There are TV series
on 'Women and Their Access to All Trades,' to arouse awareness.
All prefectures are asked to set up bodies to grant money to train
women. The U.K. and West Germany all have incentive programs for
women. The U.S. required by law that in the area of construction,
in companies with federal assistance, no less than 6.9% employees
must be women. In apprenticeship, women should make up 1/5 of the
new candidates in all groups, 10
The experience of countries vary from place to place. One
thing they share, the acknowledgement that women need special en-
couragement if the pattern of job segregation is to be broken.
equality of chances is simply not enough to rectify the situation.
Had the Singaporean government realize this7 similar incentive schemes
can be set up as it did for men. If segregation continues, alienation,
sense of immobility will accordingly affect the secondary labour force,
only to the deterioration of national human capital De-segregation
hence in the long run is the means, perhaps even more primal than
just straight training to mobilize manpower for the nation's long
term need. To encourage women to diversify their job entrance is
a much more positive method than e.g. setting up creches, which reduce
family burdens, and this is important. (Family responsibility is
shown to have impact on VTD, but the impact is not as powerful as
that of sterotyping, or immobility.) But more is needed to not just
free women but to encourage them to break the market stereotyping, to
enter into skilled profession. Job mobility, aspiration, satisfaction
thus cultivated will generate desire for training.
10 Social and Labour Bulletin,#4, (December, 1975).
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Third in importance in influencing VTD is education. If
the VITB can lower their entrance requirement or would offer short
term refresher courses with recruitment based on experience rather
than paper qualification, then women of lower education level can
attend. The present generation of trainable, but past school age
youths stand at 895,000, including youths from 20 to 40.'1 They
really need to be given concessions in institutional training,
since their employers would not be inclined to train them.
In a seminar workshop on the role of Singaporean women,
several ideas were raised. Research in the area of manpower fore-
casting to throw light on the training and employment of women would
assist to bring about a more appropriate manpower policy. Career
counselling and guidance service can be installed. Short term in-
duction initial training, or re-training schemes can be considered
by the VITB to enable fresh entrance into males' work. Provide tax
incentives or reliefs for working mothers, subsidies to companies
which train women. All these went unheeded. The government does
not lack power, but rather conviction. The lack of understanding
of the disadvantaged subculture will continue to strain the revenue
spent on establishing VITB schools which continue to be under en-
rollment.
In the long run, the government can manoeuvre the market to
diversify the occupation of women thus encouraging more training.
Academic requirement can be compensated by offering pre-job training,
induction courses and should not be made a hinderance. The basic
task of educating for social awareness, to encourage non sexist
attitude would be an important linchpin policy not to be neglect-d.
11 Year Book of Statistics Singapore, (Singapore: Department of
Statistics, 1980-81), p. 45.
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10.3 Implication for Hong Kong
l
The Hong Kong technical Education Department released in
the 78-80 Annual Summary that there are 659 females (31% of the
total enrolment) in all of the 5 technical institutes full time
12
program. 2,624 females (13.90) attend the part time programs.
In the electronics program in particular, one school houses, as of
June 1981, 6 females and 828 males.13 In total there are 25 females
vs. 4,775 males in the electronics programs in all of the technical
14
institutes as of October 1980. That Hong Kong female workers are
underrepresented in training, at least in electronics training,is
clear,
Electronics constitutes 75.1% of the total labour force and
female makes 67% of the electronics work for ceo 15 But in terms of
opportunities, they are the minority. 93.7%% of the females stay in
the low skilled sector. While males dominate the skilled. There
are 9,121 male technicians, 817 females, 2216 technologists, 61
females.16 The sex ratio shows women to be in a less favourable
disposition. Training similarly reflects instead of breaks the
pattern.
12 Hong Kong Education Department, Annual Summary, (Hong Kong: Govern
ment Printing Office, 1978-1980).
13 Kwun Tong Technical Institute, Personal Correspondence, 25, June, 1980.
14 Technical Education Department, Personal Correspondence, July, 1981.




Hong Kong women as a whole receive less education,l7 are
.
paid less since they mostly belong to the lower segments of the
market.18 It seems that the concept of disadvantaged labour could
be applied to the female workers in Hong Kong.
If we apply to Hong Kong what we believe can work in Singa-
pore, then the segregated market, if modified may reform the oppor-
tunity structure. At least, it will have impact in the training
pattern. If the newly formed vocational and Industrial Training
Council (formed in February 1982) would take to itself such task,
the future could be reformed for many females. The new council may
consider the experience of Singapore if it were not careful to avoid
the mistakes.
17 Ibid.




Mainly a social policy study, this research have defined
the problem of scarce female participation in training in terms
of economic loss and social inbalance. The equal treatment of the
sexes in terms of training is simply not enough to mobilize women
who have long been taught not to go for technical career, who has
higher job alienation, more family duties, less education... not to
mention discrimination in training opportunities in the market.
The study shows Singaporean women. exhibit the disadvantaged culture.
Moreover it is this culture which is partially responsible for her
not taking up vocational training. This can explain why despite
'equal' opportunities in the VITB schools, very few women are keen.
If the government continues to disacknoviledge women as disadvantaged
and decline from special remedial efforts, it is not certain if all
the money and planning for the 2nd industrial revolution is well






























Adapted from: Singapore Department of Statistics, Census of Population 1980,
p. 238.
INTAKES OF VOCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING INSTITUTES
Appendix I
WORKING PERSONS AGED 10 YEARS AND OVER BY INDUSTRY
(3-Digit), AGE GROUP AND SEX
TOTAL LESS THAN 20 YEARS 20 - 39 YEARS
40 - 59 YEARS 60 YEARS & ABOVE
NDUSTRY
Persons Males Females Persons Males Females Persons
Males Females Persons Males Females Persons Males Females
33 Manu- 17,882 7,228 10,654 3,639 845 2,794 12,711
5,343 7,368 1,434 954
















Singapore Department of Statistics, Census of Population 1980, release #4 Economic abstract, p.87.
Appendix III
VITB PART-TIME INDUSTRIAL TRAINING PROGRAMS
PART-TIME DAY RELEASE INDUSTRIAL TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATE COURSES
Air-conditioning and Refrigeration Engineering
Electricial Engineering (Instrumentation Control)
Electrical Engineering (Power Transmission)
Electronics Engineering (Radio Communication)
Electronics Engineering (Television)
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering Drawing Design
NATIONAL TRADE CERTIFICATE COURSE
NTC-3 Electrical Fitting Installation (Theory Only)
CITY GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE (CGLI) COURSES
Electrical Engineering Practice.(Part II- Engineering Science
& Circuits)
Electrical Engineering Practice (Part II- Power)
Electrical Engineering Practice (Part III- Advanced Electrical
Technology
Electrical Engineering Practice (Part III- Generation, Trans-
mission Distribution of
Electrical Energy)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part I- T2 Radio Line
Transmission A)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part I- T2 Principles A)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part II- T3 Radio Line
Transmission B)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part II- T3 Principles B)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part II- T3 Mathematics B)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part II- T1+ Communication
Radio C)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part II- T4 Principles C)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part II- T4 Mathematics C)
Telecommunication Technicians Course (Part III- T5 Advanced
Telecommunication Principles)




Electrical Drawing Blue-print Reading
Introduction to Logic Circuits
Logic Design With Integrated Circuits
Mechanical Engineering Drawing (Stage 1)
Mechanical.Engineering Drawing (Stage 2)
Source: VITB Prospectus. Singapore: VITB, Oct.-Dec., 19810
Appendix IV
STUDENT ENROLMENT IN VITB
All VITB Programmes as at July '81




121Part-time 2,646 216 1,044
Electronics and Electrical Courses as at July 81





No. of premature leavers from full-time VITB industrial programmes: 1,200
Source: VITB, correspondence ref.no.:VITB 4/79, 1981.
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This is a questionnaire to find out what are the obstacles to workers not taking up V1TB (Vocational and Industrial
Training Board) industrial training. It will take less than 5 minutes to answer the 9 questions. The information will
be used for research onlv and will he kent ahcnlntplv rnnfidentisil Thank von for vonr cooperation.
,,50 丁力付 3+132…\
所 得 刹 的 眘 蚪 絕 對 保 密 口 作 硏 究 夕 用 ， 名 謝 合 作 。
SECTION 1: PERSONAL PARTICULARS
I CEV H













































others 其 他 1 3
SECTION 2: QUESTIONS
1. WHY DO YOU THINK YOUR SAME SEX COLLEAGUES IN THE FACTORY DO NOT ACTIVELY GO FOR
VITB INDUSTRIAL TRAINING? Please tick out the annrnnriate answers fwhieh ran he more than
你 認 爲 廠 內 同 件 同 事 爲 何 不 參 加 工 業 訓 練 ？ 請 勾 出 合 谲 答 窭 〔 可 以 轺 渦 一 倔
a. They don’t know enough about it and doh’t vet have the initiative to find out about it
闵 爲 斟 丁 業 訓 練 認 謭 不 深 ， 也 泠 有 丰 動 丰 了 鳐
V&gt; TTlpir P Hi l pq Li Anal ie n At o^aniioto t a toVo Tin troioirift
田 爲 餘 杳 介 巫 石 输 贫 廿 丁 堂 訓 綠
c. Thev have no time for training because of familv and other involvement
:1
c Thpv 3TP not infprPQfpH in Hpp1 Anin a tVi r eoraar olrwr tha t a oil r» tool Lliift
e. The iob openings within industrv for thpm Ho not rpmiirp mupVi in Hil etri ol troinino
03I
f. Thev are contented with the present ioh and do not fep.l thp nppH tn nnoruHp tVipmcpii/pc
因 爲 满 纪 目 前 的 丁 作 ， 不 嚳 徨 有 椹 高 白 只 枯 術 水 車 的 雲 恶 ^
2 HOW WOITT D YOTT DFSIPRTRF VATTR nFCTDC RAT?TTI2 TXTT'VT TCT TAT TD ATXTTXTA0
你 對 工 業 訓 練 局 所 提 供 的 訓 練 有 多 大 的 興 趣 ？ （ 請 選 食 一
a. I am verv keen about VITR training and wonlH innkmt fnr Annortimitipc
4-
我 斟 丁 垩 訓 練 館 咸 睜 瘛
c. It does not matter whether I have or don’t have trainino
右 削 姑 肛 龜 沿 則 猛 此 細 碎 ； 雅
H T am tint Vppn ahnnt VTTR in Hil Ctrl traininn
ie. I have not the slightest interest in VITB industrial training





























6 Please turn ovi% [ 請 翻 到 後 頁
3. ON MOST DAYS ON YOUR JOB, HOW OFTEN DOES TIME SEEM TO DRAG FOR YOU? (tick one only).
通 常 來 講 有 多 少 時 候 你 覺 得 你 的 工 作 冗 長 沉 悶 ？ （ 請 選 其 一 ） 。
a. about 1/2 the day or more
b. about 1/3 of the day.
c. about 1/4 of the day.
d. about 1/8 of the day.
e. time never seems to drag.







從 來 不 覺 冗 長 。
20
4. SOME PEOPLE ARE COMPLETELY INVOLVED IN THEIR JOB. THEY ARE ABSORBED IN IT NIGHT AND
DAY. FOR OTHER PEOPLE, THEIR JOB IS SIMPLY ONE OF SEVERAL INTERESTS. HOW INVOLVED DO
YOU FEEL IN YOUR JOB? (tick one only).
有 些 人 日 以 繼 夜 的 投 入 工 作 ； 但 對 某 些 人 來 講 工 作 只 是 生 命 中 其 中 的 一 項 興 趣 而 己 。 你
對 工 作 的 投 入 感 是 怎 樣 呢 ？ （ 請 選 其 一 〕 。
a. very little involved, my other interests are more absorbing.
很 低 投 入 感 ， 我 其 他 的 嗜 好 更 有 興 趣 。
b. slightly involved.
略 能 投 入 。
c. moderately involved, my job and my other interests are equally absorbing to me
頗 能 投 入 ， 我 的 工 作 及 其 他 興 趣 同 樣 吸 引 我 。
d. strongly involved.
十 分 投 入 。
e. very strongly involved, my work is the most absorbing interest in my life.
極 之 投 入 ， 我 的 工 作 是 我 最 大 的 興 趣 ：
5. SUPPOSE YOU ARE MARRIED AND HAVE YOUNG CHILDREN. YOUR CHILD IS VERY SICK AND YOU
CANNOT FIND ANYONE TO HELP WHILE BOTH YOU AND YOUR SPOUSE ARE WORKING. ONE OF
YOU MUST STAY HOME TO TAKE CARE OF THE CHILD. WHAT WOULD YOU PROBABLY DO? (tick one)
假 設 你 已 經 成 家 立 室 ， 而 你 的 孩 子 病 重 ， 臨 時 找 不 到 人 帮 忙 ， 夫 婦 其 中 一 人 要 留 在 家 中
看 顧 孩 子 ， 你 多 數 會 怎 樣 做 ？ 〔 請 選 苴 一 、 。
a. I will take one day’s leave, to take care of my child.
我 會 請 假 看 顧 孩 子 。
b. We both take half day’s leave alternately to take turn to look after the child.
我 們 夫 婦 輪 流 請 假 半 天 看 顧 孩 子 。
c. I will advise my spouse to take one day’s leave.
我 會 叫 我 的 丈 夫 ^ / 妻 子 請 假 留 在 家 中 照 顧 孩 子 。
6. SUPPOSE YOU HAVE VERY YOUNG CHILDREN AFTER YOUR MARRIAGE, BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR
SPOUSE AND THERE IS NO CHOICE, FOR THE FIRST FEW YEARS WILL YOU STOP WORK TO STAY
HOME TO TAKE CARE OF iHE CHILDREN?-(tick one)
假 設 婚 後 有 待 哺 孩 子 需 要 照 顧 ， 在 別 無 他 法 的 情 况 之 下 夫 婦 倆 人 中 ， 你 會 考 慮 暫 時 放 卜
工 作 一 兩 年 留 在 家 中 嗎 ？ （ 請 選 其 一
a. very likely I will.
b. quite likely I will.
c. not likely
d. most unlikely
很 大 可 能 我 會
可 能 會
不 會
一 定 不 會
7. FOR MY CAREER, MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS LIKE THE IDEA OF ME TAKING UP MORE TECHNICAL
AND CRAFT WORK, (tick one).








一 點 也 不 對
8 MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS THINK IT IS MORE SUITABLE FOR ME TO WORK IN THE COMMERCIAL
OR SERVICE ONE OF WORK, (tick one)








一 點 也 不 對
9. FORMAL INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IS NOT REALLY NECESSARY FOR THE JOBS I CAN MOVE INTO.
(tick one)








一 點 也 不 對
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